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THE STUDENT CENTER

HTHE campaign for the Student Center building, which was inaugurated last

November in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, is drawing to a close. It has
been relatively successful. The word “successful” is used in speaking of this

I
effort because, taking into account actual contributions and pledges, and
money contributed to the Seminary in the course of the last year which is

available for this project, a total sum of more than two hundred and thirty

thousand dollars has been raised. This is no insignificant amount. On the

other hand, the success that has attended the campaign must be qualified by
the term “relative,” in as much as certain special gifts which we had hoped
to receive have not materialized up to the present on account of disturbed

conditions in high business circles. The new taxation and fears regarding

i
the future led to a postponement of some contributions upon which we had
dared to count. Our faith is strong, however, that they will eventually be

made. But whether these exceptional gifts are contributed or not, the im-

portant thing is that the movement for the Student Center is gaining momen-
tum, that it has met with an unusual response from Princeton Seminary Al-

umni and many others, and that the need and possibilities of the new building

have captured the imagination of a host of friends, new and old.

By the time these words are read the official campaign will have ended,

but the unofficial effort will have taken its place, to continue until the goal

is reached. Because we need a worthy center of community life on this cam-
pus, we believe that in the not distant future we shall have one, through the

blessing of God and the cooperation of friends whose hearts He touches.

And when we do, it will be our affectionate concern to make sure that all that

has been best in the traditions and spirit of our historic clubs shall be per-

petuated in the common campus home. To adapt reverently an Apocalyptic

passage from the Scriptures : “All the glory and honour of— Benham and
Friar, Calvin and Warfield, Canterbury and Adelphian— shall be brought
into it.” Nothing from the past that ought to be conserved shall be lost. Many
things, moreover, which it has been found impossible to accomplish hitherto

in the interests of our students and Alumni and the Church at large, because

of the lack of proper facilities, will, we trust, be achieved tomorrow when the

new Student Center has reared its graceful form upon the campus.
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This year two of the outstanding universities in the country celebrate their

fiftieth anniversary, Stanford and the University of Chicago. The years since

their foundation have been marked by greater cultural progress in the United
States than any half-century in our history. But, while colleges and universi-

ties have increased their equipment in an incredible way during that period,

and millions of dollars have been contributed by generous Presbyterians for

the development of institutions of secular learning, the chief center for the

preparation of the Presbyterian ministry has not had a new building for its

own purposes since Hodge Hall was erected in 1893. It is, of course, true that

the greatness and usefulness of an educational instituiton, very especially a

religious institution, can in no wise be measured by anything purely material.

At the same time, as the spirit of man needs a body, and an effective church

working under modern conditions needs an adequate plant for its activities,

an institution where Chrisitian ministers are trained to meet the complex
needs of the modern world must be in every sense a worthy expression of the

vision and devotion of the Church to which it belongs.

This is no time or place for recriminations. It must be recognized, however,

that for a good many years official relations between the Presbyterian Church
and her seminaries have not been as close or mutually helpful as they ought.

The enthusiasm and generosity of Presbyterians have been diverted to a large

extent toward the support of theological institutions of a non-denominational

character, representing trends towards the extreme left or the extreme right.

The time has come for a great movement from the center of the Church’s

faith and life. This is the hour for the Center to advance. One phase of this

advance must be a more intelligent and practical interest on the part of the

Church in the progress of her own seminaries. So far as Princeton Semi-

nary is concerned, the first outward symbol of advance must be the creation

of a community home upon this old campus.

To all who have contributed towards this project, our Alma Mater extends

her thanks. Those who will contribute in the future she thanks in antici-

pation of their gifts. While she travails in birth with other offspring of a

spiritual and intellectual kind, she craves that her sons of yesterday shall not

deny her a new Home for her sons of today and tomorrow. J. A. M.
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DEMOCRACY AND THE CHRISTIAN MINISTRY*

The Rev. John R. Cunningham, D.D.

President of Davidson College

THE discussion of Democracy this

year is timely. One may risk

being trite, but he will be dealing

with that subject which is more to

the fore in popular thinking than any
other. The danger is that we have not

thought deeply nor seriously enough
about Democracy. Our anxiety about

our way of life is all absorbing. We
are threatened from without and
within. Our dilemma as individuals

and as a nation is to discover what
constitutes real and enduring defense.

Of course, we will recognize to begin

with that Democracy is more than a

form of government. It is more than

a political system. If it were nothing
more, we need not be so disturbed.

As a matter of fact, Democracy thor-

oughly understood, is our way of life,

based upon the deepest of convictions

and built upon the most abiding spir-

itual principles. Fundamental spirit-

ual considerations are involved when
one attempts to define and to defend
Democracy.

I propose to emphasize the convic-

tion that the Christian Ministry is in

the front line of defense. It is our
business to see that we are not side-

tracked from the building of a Dem-
ocracy which is worth defending. Our
chief danger is from within. Democ-
racies are always in far more danger
of committing suicide than of being
overwhelmed and conquered from
without. In fact, the question may
well be raised whether a Democracy
can ever be defeated until it has de-

cayed from within. The history of

Israel throws considerable light on

that thought. The intimate relation

between the inner morale and the

outer defense of a people is more vital

than the average citizen knows. What-
ever may be said about the necessity

of military defense at this or any
other time—and wiser persons than I

must decide that matter—our Democ-
racy will always depend chiefly on

other than military strength for its

most certain defense. Lincoln once

said “If ever America perishes it will

not be because it is overpowered from

without, but because it decayed from

within.”

There are three areas in which the

Christian Ministry can and must
function if Democracy is to stand in

this time of world crisis.

1. The Ministry Must Proclaim the

Fundamental Necessity of the Chris-

tian Gospel. “There is none other

name under heaven given among men
whereby we must be saved.” Christ-

ianity is the sine qua non of a firm

Democracy. Christianity may not

wholly depend upon Democracy, but

surely Democracy depends on Christ-

ianity. There has been a government

of the people under many and varying

conditions. But government of the

people, by the people, and for the peo-

ple has issued only where the Christ-

ian Gospel has done its work. Thomas
Mann has well said “Democracy is a

polite name for the ideals Christian-

ity brought into the world.” In the

* Address delivered in the chapel of

Princeton University at the 129th Com-
mencement of Princeton Theological Semin-
ary, May 13, 1941.
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same vein Judge John J. Parker of

North Carolina has more recently

stated “Democracy is the application

of Christianity to the domain of gov-

ernment.” Quoting further, President

McCracken of Vassar has said “Dem-
ocracy simply cannot exist without
Christianity. It needs it as the sky-

scrapers need the bed rock of Man-
hattan for their foundation. It is the

religion of Jesus that tells us that ‘we

are of more value than the sparrows

;

that the very hairs of our head are

numbered.’ We are of importance be-

cause we are of consequence to God.”
One cannot predict the solution of all

the problems which now face us and
which will face us when this present

crisis has passed, but he is safe in the

assumption that the ultimate solution

of all our critical problems will be

reached by men who think and speak
and live as servants of Christ. This
is only another way of saying that
Christianity is essential to the world’s
security. It is peculiarly the task of

the Minister to state that truth so

repeatedly and so forcefully as to sink

it deeply and indelibly into the con-

sciousness of our generation. Hitler,

who knows the ground work of Dem-
acracy better than many of us, acts

logically when he silences the Christ-

ian Ministry in his desire to establish

National Socialism. Let the Minister
of the Gospel stand forth in the clear

light of his great opportunity know-
ing assuredly and uttering it force-

fully that he deals with the first es-

sential of Democracy. The Gospel of

Christ is that essential.

2. The Christian Minister Must
Continue to Assert the Worth of the

Individual. Christ says of individuals

“Ye are of value.” In a Democracy
we believe that men are born free and
equal. Every human being has value

as such, quite apart from his race,

class, or nationality. Our danger is

regimentation. Christ was ever and
always stressing the value of the indi-

vidual. How persistently he had to

remind his followers of the inherent

dignity of human personality. Let us

note just two of the many illustra-

tions. Zaccheus, a citizen of Jericho,

was by no means popular. He was an
unpopular man in an unpopular posi-

tion. He had curiosity to see Jesus as

he passed through. A great crowd
thronged the Master. He could have
preached to them as a tremendous
congregation. Instead, he saw in this

little outcast sort of citizen an oppor-

tunity for lasting good. Leaving the

crowd, giving his attention to a per-

son rather than to the crowd, he called

Zaccheus down from the sycamore
tree and suggested that he take him
to his home, where, during the day,

they readjusted many ill advised re-

lations and left the home a happy
Christian unit. Another incident of

individual attention. It was noon-

time. The disciples had gone into the

village to get food. A poor woman,
whose reputation was not good, whose
character had been spoiled, whose
self-confidence was at low ebb, came
out to the well for water. With what
tact and skill, with what penetrating

understanding and calm spiritual re-

assurance did Jesus deal with her.

She went back to save her whole vil-

lage and lead them into a better life.

The Christian religion will not allow

us to overlook the individual.

Napoleon is said to have asked one

of his aides about the strength of the

army. The aide started specifying

the various corps. Bluntly Napoleon

replied “Never mind the integers

—

tell me the totals.” That is never the

Christian approach. The theory of
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“Everything for the state, nothing

against the state, and nothing outside

the state” must be answered by the

Christian claim of the supreme worth
of humanity in its individual units.

Let us continue as Ministers to think

of individuals, cultivate individuals,

and serve individuals. One wearies of

so much bigness in our day. Big

schools, big hospitals, big churches,

and now big armies tend to obscure

the worth and importance of the child

of God as an individual. Only as your
Ministry is an expression of the dig-

nity and worth of the individual will

it be Christ-like. A recent book en-

titled “Louisiana Hayride” attempts

a true appraisal of Huey Long. One
statement of significance in an under-

standing of his amazing heyday in

Louisiana is this : “He had a sense of

human beings.” The sense which he

used for selfish and disgraceful ends

the Christian Minister must use to

the glory of Christ and the good of

the people.

This recognition has a genuine in-

fluence not only on the pastoral but

upon the preaching Ministry. The
Minister who knows and cares deeply

for his people will not fail to incorpo-

rate into his preaching those Gospel

values which satisfy the hunger of

their hearts. Dr. James Black, speak-

ing to a group of American Ministers

some time ago, made this statement

to which we all do well to turn again

and again, “When I think sometimes
of the puzzled and burdened hearts

in our congregations whose hurt is

perhaps concealed under a twisted

smile; business men and women who
are worried equally by their problems
of success and failure

;
young men and

women fighting bravely the rising

passion in their own blood and
tempted to risk everything on some

wild throw; people with inarticulate

prayers for the life or soul of some
loved ones ; a home with a big hole in

it that nothing human can ever fill;

nameless sorrows that tears can never

ease and people who keep on living

though they have nothing to live for

;

memories that are just one long ache
or those that bite like a venom—when
I remember all this I cannot but think

that some of our smart, flashy ser-

mons are as thoughtlessly cruel as

they are impertinent. Get down deep,

gentlemen. Get down deep.”

3. And then, The Christian Minis-

try in Its Defense of Democracy Must
Exemplify and Challenge the Courage
Which Dares to Live for Those Values

for Which Men Are Willing to Die.

Every passing day the lines are more
clearly drawn. We are all in touch
with youth which moves into organ-

ized positions where ultimate willing-

ness to die for the cause is implicit in

their call and response. There is

something tremendous and dramatic
about it. It is the function of the

Christian Ministry to make clear now
as always that the ultimate test of

human loyalty is not death but life

and character. Simon Peter made the

typical mistake in this regard. He as-

sumed that love and loyalty to Christ

would be tested by his willingness to

die with or for Him. Christ calmly
and penetratingly showed him that

his loyalty would not extend far when
it came to facing life and its tempta-

tions. If comparison could be made

—

and it seems now late in the day to

say this—Democracy stands far more
in need of life and character than it

does of death. Democracy must al-

ways be defended by people who be-

lieve in it enough to live for it. It has

been strongest when men and women
had deep personal convictions about
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the foundations upon which it was
built. You cannot defeat a Democracy
like that.

It is a poor type of man who will

not defend his home from one who
would violate it—if to do so cost him
his life. He will die for it if necessary.

But are we living for our homes in

America ? Are the men of our country

home centered men? Is the honor of

the home and the moral and spiritual

health of the family—foundation

stones in a Democracy—are these the

passions of American life? Or think

of the Country. Patriotism has been

too much confined to times of inter-

national stress and too closely asso-

ciated in our thought with fighting

and dying. The deeper patriotism

calls for Christian character. Of
course, we will die for America if the

occasion demands but we have not yet

faced the necessity of sacrificial

Christian character to live for her.

The pulpit of the American Church
has a tremendous task in challenging

our best people to a recognition under

God of this urgency. Furthermore,

we may illustrate this principle in the

area of our faith. Men will die for

their faith. A religious fight is the

worst of battles. Strange to say, men
with no great degree of religious fer-

vor will take violent positions when
contention arises, but to get people to

live for their faith. Well, there’s the

rub. Someone has written

“So he died for his faith. That is

fine

—

More than most of us do.

But stay ! Can you add to that line

That he lived for it, too?

It is easy to die. Men have died

For a wish or a whim

—

For bravado or passion or pride;

Was it harder for him?

But to live; every day to live out
All the truth that he dreamt,

While his friends met his conduct
with doubt

And the world with contempt.

Was it thus that he plodded ahead
Never turning aside?

Then we’ll talk about the life he led

—

Never mind how he died.”

These are days when men must
stand for something and when they
must answer for something. With all

that is being said about defense we
will do well to recognize that the first

line of all defense is spiritual. Here is

where the foundations must rest. Let

the Ministry magnify its calling. Too
great timidity, or too much of back-

wardness at a time when material and
physical values are to the fore in the

public thought, is to fail in a crucial

hour. Let us, as ambassadors for God,

stand forth with courage and under-

standing, with boldness and self-sac-

rifice. These are times which await

the prophet of the most high God.
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DEMOCRACY, EDUCATION AND FAITH IN GOD*

Dean Luther A. Weigle
Yale University Divinity School

WHEN Jesus was asked what
commandment is first of all, he

replied in terms familiar to his

hearers, quoted from the books of

Deuteronomy and Leviticus. But, as

usual, his answer contained some-
thing new. He gave to the word
“neighbor” a new depth and range of

meaning; and he added to the com-
mandment to love God a new phrase

:

“with all thy mind.” He explicitly as-

sociated intelligence with religious

faith. “Thou shalt love the Lord thy

God with all thy mind.”
In Jesus’ answer is implied that in-

timate relationship between democ-
racy, education, and religion which is

characteristic—or should be charac-

teristic—of the Christian faith. Dem-
ocracy is respect for persons; educa-
tion is devotion to truth; religion is

faith in God. These three belong to-

gether. They are interdependent and
organically related. Each finds its full

realization only in association with
the other two.

I do not mean to say that this vital

union of democracy, education, and
religion is exclusively Christian. It

has its roots in the Hebrew heritage

which is common to Jews and Chris-
tians

; it is as normally characteristic

of Judaism as of Christianity. Neither
do I say that it has been understood
and maintained throughout Christian
history, for what we call Christendom
has fallen short of it many times,

and our own time is in this respect
notorious. I do not mean, again, to

suggest that true religion is tied to

political democracy
; for democracy is

more than a form of government. It

is an ethical principle, which is not

dependent upon any one type of poli-

tical structure. It may be realized in

a monarchy, and may fail in a repub-

lic. I do not mean, once more, to say

that religious faith is open only to

those who are educated. It is the

glory both of Judaism and of Chris-

tianity that they have always incur-

red the reproach of interest in simple

folk, even in the weak and sinful.

What I am maintaining is that

there is an intrinsic relation between
faith in the God whom Jesus Christ

revealed and that respect for persons

which is the central principle of dem-
ocracy and that obedience to truth

which is essential to education. Only
as this relation is strong and clear

and consistent is faith rational, lib-

erty secure, and knowledge safe.

Jesus was a teacher. Proclaiming
the kingdom of God in a time of tur-

bulence and passion and desperate

human need, he chose the educational

method, the method of the teacher,

rather than methods of legislation or
political action or armed rebellion or

violent social revolution.

Jesus’ teaching was with authority

because it seemed to his hearers to be

true. It met their minds. Jesus’ ap-

peal was reasonable as well as direct.

His tone was not that of a law-giver,

who commands
;
nor that of a despot,

who threatens or cajoles. Jesus spoke
as one who discerns the truth, and

* Address delivered at the Alumni Din-
ner, Princeton Theological Seminary, May
12

,
1941 .
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set it before others in order that they,

too, may see it and in its light decide

the issues which impend. He stirred

his hearers to think for themselves,

in view of the relevant facts. He was
no propagandist, capturing the minds
of people by appeals to prejudice or

passion. His language was restrained

and fair; his appeal was to intelli-

gence, conscience, and will, rather

than to emotion or to the psychology

of the crowd.

“Ye shall know the truth, and the

truth shall make you free,” is a say-

ing attributed to Jesus by the author

of the Fourth Gospel. Whether or not

it records his exact words, this saying

certainly expresses the spirit of his

teaching. It was not his way, says

Henry Latham, in his illuminating

study of Jesus entitled Pastor Pas-

torum, “to inflame the feelings and
blind the eyes of men by kindling

speech.” “Nothing in our Lord’s min-

istry impresses me more,” Latham
goes on to say, “than the extraordin-

ary sobriety of the whole movement.

We hear nothing of religious trans-

port or ecstatic devotion. . . . True hu-

man freedom was with Him a sacred

thing; what man was made for was
that he might be a free spiritual

being
;
and a man is not free when he

is fascinated by fervent oratory and

becomes the blind tool of another, or

when he is intoxicated by religious

fanaticism and is no longer master of

his own mind.”

To say that Jesus’ teaching was
reasonable is not to reduce it to the

dull prose of a class-room lecture, or

to hold that it was simply a matter

of deduction from premises already

established. Jesus’ teaching was vi-

brant with new life and interest. And
it came, in its distinctive aspects,

straight from his own intuition and

trust,, from his experience, as Son, of

God as Father. Many a truth, of sci-

ence as well as of faith, has come to

the human mind in the first instance

as a flash of intuition, something
given, a revelation rather than a dis-

covery; yet, once this truth has been
seen, it appears also to be reasonable,
and it may be presented and taught to

others in reasonable ways. That is

what Jesus did. His parables were in

this respect extraordinarily effective

teaching instruments.

Jesus did not present a code of laws,

either for his time or for ours. He
sought to bring men into right rela-

tion with God, and he enunciated cer-

tain principles of conduct consequent
upon that relation. Of command-
ments, in the proper sense ofthe term,

he affirmed only two: “Thou shalt

love the Lord thy God” and “Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.”

The rest of his ethical teaching fol-

lows by way of application or counsel

from these. Just what in specific de-

tail are the decisions and the paths of

action befitting those who in the suc-

cessive generations seek first the

kingdom of God and his righteous-

ness, is left to their mind and con-

science to learn through experience in

the light of His Spirit.

When we are exhorted to “build the

kingdom of God” in accordance with

“the blue-print of Jesus,” the figure

of speech is misleading. Jesus neither

gave to His contemporaries, nor left

for future generations, anything re-

sembling a blue-print for social re-

building, or a road-map for the con-

duct of life, or a time-schedule for

human history. He did not deprive

His followers of their freedom and

responsibility to discern what is the

will and kingdom of God in the chang-

ing tides of cii’cumstance and the on-
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ward march of events. The ideas of

learning, of investigation, of discov-

ery, of education are intrinsically re-

lated to the Christian faith.

Distinguishing marks of the educa-

tional method as contrasted with the

methods of politics, propaganda or

conflict are: (a) Intelligence. The use

of the mind, the appeal to understand-
ing, the development of rational con-

trol, as contrasted with mere training

in habit or emotional conditioning,

(b) Freedom. The absence of coer-

cion, whether it be by physical con-

straint or legal penalty or unfair

emotional conditioning, (c) Fellow-
ship. The learner is regarded not as

an animal to be trained or as a unit

to be fitted into an organization, but
as a person who is to be respected,

trusted, befriended, and helped to

grow in responsible freedom and ra-

tional self-control, (d) Objectivity.

Teacher and learner owe a common
submission to those bodies of truth

and fact and to their great values and
ideals which are relevant to their

purposes but which are no mere crea-

tion of their desires.

That the totalitarian governments
have set their might against that
union of religious faith, democratic
freedom, and education in and for

truth which is intrinsic to Christian-
ity, needs no saying; and I pass the

subject without further remark than
to suggest, as illuminating statements
readily available in English, the ad-

dresses by Wilhelm Hauer, leader of

the German Faith Movement, which
have been translated under the title,

Germany’s New Religion, and the

book by George F. Kueller on Tht
Educational Philosophy of National
Socialism.

It is more important, for our dis-

cussion today, that we consider how

we of the democratic countries have
failed to achieve and maintain that

vital union of religion and education
with democracy which should be our
ideal as Christians. These three great

interests of the human soul have
pulled apart, and the result is that

democracy is gravely threatened from
within. For the sake of brevity and
concreteness, I shall speak only of our
confusion here in the United States.

Religion is at fault when it fails

to respect human personality and sets

itself in opposition to the human
mind. It may do this in various ways

:

by asserting that arbitrariness marks
God’s sovereignty, and over-empha-
sizing his “other-ness” to man; by
making miracle supreme, to the rela-

tive neglect of those laws of nature
which are God’s accustomed ways

; by
conceiving the grace of God as a me-
chanical and overpowering denial of

human freedom rather than as a per-

sonal relation which affirms it
;
by re-

garding conversion as invariably

emotional and episodic, and confusing
evangelism with revivalism; by too

sharply sundering revelation and rea-

son, faith and knowledge
; by regard-

ing the kingdom of God as other-

worldly only, and failing to pray and
to labor that His kingdom may come
and His will be done on earth

; by
acquiescing in political and social and
economic injustice; by making of
itself an escape or an opiate

; by undue
emphasis upon theological doctrines
which are secondary and inferential

;

by jealous and decisive insistence

upon some cherished feature of ec-

clesiastical polity.

Democracy is at fault when it tends
to rely upon propaganda rather than
upon education and when it tries to

do without God. When Thomas
Hooker, the first great exponent of
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political democracy in this country,

asserted that “the foundation of au-

thority is laid in the free consent of

the people” and that “the choice of

public magistrates belongs unto the

people by God’s own allowance,” he

added, what we are in danger of for-

getting, that the right of suffrage

which belongs to the people ought not

to be “exercised according to their

humors, but according to the blessed

will and law of God.” If democracy
has no foundation and frame of ref-

erence in standards of right and truth

and duty such as faith conceives to be
the will and law of God, it becomes a

mere conflict of desires where the ma-
jority rules by might or the minority

rules by cunning, and freedom is

mocked by social and economic injus-

tice. The end of that road, as Plato

told us long ago, is dictatorship.

Education is at fault when it ig-

nores God and drifts into secularism

and pragmatism. We have gone far

in this direction.

In the nineteenth century, here in

America, the gradual secularization

of education was incidental rather

than purposed. It was largely due to

the sectarianism of our religious or-

ganizations, and the fact that we held

our diverse religious beliefs in so

jealous and divisive a fashion. It was
not infidels or atheists or free think-

ers who did most to take religious ele-

ments out of the life and curriculum

of our public schools. It was people

who spoke in the name of religion.

Whenever a group, or even an indi-

vidual, chose to object to some relig-

ious element in the program or curri-

culum of the public schools that ele-

ment was forthwith eliminated. The
movement was almost wholly nega-

tive. There has been no coming to-

gether of the different religious

groups for a positive reconsideration

of its total trend and inevitable re-

sults. Adherents of all faiths in

America have been more concerned
that the public schools should not con-

tain any element to which they could

object, than they have been to con-

serve in these schools the great prin-

ciples of morals and religion upon
which they agree. Protestant, Cath-

olic, and Jew have shared in this

movement. All must shoulder some of

the responsibility for the situation

into which we have drifted.

In the twentieth century, there has

been a rather general disposition to

accept the exclusion of religion from
the public schools as a matter of

course, something closed and done,

inevitable and irrevocable. Discussion

of the problem has usually been more
concerned with a rationalization of

the present situation than with its

serious reconsideraiton. This some-
what surprising readiness to be con-

tent with the omission from public

education of specifically religious ele-

ments has been due, not so much to

the sectarianism of religion, though

that has remained, as to other factors

which bear more directly and pur-

posively upon the secularization of

public education. Among these may
be named: (1) the general secular-

ization of life and cheapening of hu-

man interests which have character-

ized the twentieth century thus far;

(2) the prevalence in theology until

very recently of a one-sided emphasis

upon the immanence of God to the

neglect or denial of His transcend-

ance; (3) the popular vogue of prag-

matism, instrumentalism and experi-

mentalism—to use the successive

names which the movement has borne

—and the tremendous influence of
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this pragmatic point of view in edu-

cation.

Mistaken as I think John Dewey is

in his attitude toward religion and
toward God, I share the general judg-

ment that he is our foremost educa-

tional philosopher. No more trench-

ant criticism has been made of much
that goes on under the name of pro-

gressive education than is to be found
in his compact book, published in

1938, on Experience and Education.
The sound principles of the move-
ment, he says, are too often developed

negatively—by mere rejection of

what has been the traditional prac-

tice—rather than positively and con-

structively. The result is—I quote
him—“that many of the newer
schools tend to make little or nothing
of organized subject-matter of study;

to proceed as if any form of direction

and guidance by adults were an inva-

sion of individual freedom, and as if

the idea that education should be con-

cerned with the present and future

meant that acquaintance with the

past has little or no role to play in

education.”

A significant change is taking place

in the attitude of progressive educa-

tors toward what in the first hey-day
of the movement was given the bad
name “indoctrination.” Their view
then was that at all points where de-

cision may be involved and attitudes

are being formed, the teacher must
not intrude and the school must be
neutral. For the teacher or even the

parent to share his faith with the

children and to hope to win them to a

like faith, was regarded as an unwar-
ranted imposition, a sin against the

child’s individuality. Not what to

think, but how to think, is important.
This extreme view is now being modi-
fied. Dewey criticizes it sharply in the

little book to which I have referred.

Counts gives a ringing affrmative an-

swer to the question posed in the title

of his pamphlet, Dare the School
Build a New Social Order?, and
frankly says that he would introduce

into our schools “a vision of what
America might become in the indus-

trial age.” This vision would be “the

supreme imposition, but one to which
our children are entitled—a priceless

legacy which it should be the first

concern of our profession to fashion

and bequeath.”

In his recent book on Education for

Democracy in Our Time, Jesse H.

Newlon strongly opposes what he

calls “the myth of neutrality” in edu-

cation, and holds that education

should be consciously planned to win
American youth to “an informed loy-

alty to democracy as a way, the best

way of life.” I quote a few sentences

:

“Education that does not dispose to

action is not education. To win youth

thus to democracy is to assure the

preservation of the ‘essential values’

of our culture, such as freedom of in-

quiry, speech, and press, religious

freedom, freedom of teaching, and

government by the people. A century

ago democracy was truly evangelical.

Has it lost its vitality? Will it be able

to withstand the onslaughts of au-

thoritarianism in the twentieth cen-

tury if it has not the will to make
converts to its values?

All this is very promising. Pro-

gressive education is being subjected

to severe self-examination from
within, and bids fair to be emanci-

pated from some of its vagaries and

thereby strengthened to make the tre-

mendously important contribution to

human development which is implicit

in its principles.
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But I venture to think that this

self-examination and self-criticism

are not yet sufficiently searching

and drastic. I suggest three points at

which much more needs to be done.

(1) The concepts of “authority”

and “absolute” need to be restudied,

critically defined, and used with more
precision. At present these terms,

with the correlative terms “authori-

tarianism” and “absolutism” serve as

a sort of whipping-post for every-

thing the critics oppose, a kind of

Gehenna to which is consigned indis-

criminately whatever in history,

metaphysics, theology or tradition it

is convenient at the moment to decry.

But democracy cannot dispense with
all authority, and itself implies faith

in certain values that are absolute.

(2) The prevalent and generally

avowed philosophy of the movement
is still pragmatism, under whatever
new names it appears from time to

time. Pragmatism is not a sufficient

base for education. In theory, it is a

convenient way of avoiding the cen-

tral problems of philosophy; in prac-

tice, it leads in the end to “might
makes right.” The world is enduring
today the tragic issue of its experi-

ment with pragmatism.

(3) God and religion are ignored
or relegated to the side-lines as a spe-

cial interest of the church and home.
I am referring, of course, to the meta-
physically real God of natural theol-

ogy and of the Hebrew-Christian tra-

dition, and to the sort of religion

which is the appropriate expression

of man’s relation to that God.

At these three points, I believe, the

proponents and critics of progressive

education have not yet delved deeply

enough. One gets the impression that

with respect to these matters, which
are of crucial importance, there is a

relatively uncritical acceptance of the

mores, rather than really fundamen-
tal experiment on the one hand or

rigorous philosophic thinking on the

other.

The omission of faith in God from
our basic philosophy of education and
from the program of our schools con-

veys to children and youth a strong

negative suggestion which tends to

nullify rather than to fulfil our Amer-
ican principle of religious liberty. It

involves us in the anomalous position,

as Professor F. Ernest Johnson has

reminded us, of attempting to perpet-

uate and advance a culture without

informing our children as to the faith

which has inspired and supported it.

It imperils the future of democracy.

Professor M. L. Jacks, Director of the

Department of Education at Oxford
University, has put this vividly in his

recent book on God in Education.

“Democracy is in danger because it is

abandoning the spiritual basis of its

being
;
it is becoming polytheistic and

materialistic. ... In secularizing man
it is showing a profound ignorance of

man, and of the basis of its own wel-

fare. The liberty which it professes

is liberty without an end, and there-

fore no true liberty; the individual

whom it spoils is an individual with-

out a purpose, and therefore no true

individual. In these days of panic and

power politics, the democratic state

needs discipline and authority no less

than the totalitarian: only so can it

compete with its enemies on equal

terms. But the democratic authority

must by definition come from within

and cannot be imposed from without,

and the discipline must be the self-

discipline of a man who believes in

himself because he believes in God
and sees a meaning and a purpose in

his existence.”
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I do not undertake at this time any
discussion of higher education. Let
me say simply that in addition to the

general factors making for secular-

ization, there has been in the case of

the colleges and universities another
powerful factor—the specialization of

scholarship and the departmentaliza-
tion of faculties. The result is that

philosophy is at a low ebb, and has
itself become absurdly specialized

;

while religion has almost disappeared
from the curriculum and has become
one of the voluntary “side-shows.” To
make up for the fact that professors

are too commonly specialists con-

cerned with particular phases of sub-

jects, rather than men capable of wis-

dom in dealing with students, there

has been an enormous increase in re-

cent years of administrative staffs,

such as deans, vocational directors,

personnel officers, counsellors, psy-

chiatrists and mental hygienists, to

help put together the students whom
the professors tear apart. President

Hutchins, of the University of Chi-

cago, has presented a keen diagnosis

of the situation, but the remedies he
proposes are dubious.

There is a curious assumption by
current writers that education must
be based on one end of an Either-Or

disjunction—either pragmatism or

the authoritarianism and absolutism

which they anathematize; and they

assume further that Christian theism

belongs inevitably with authoritar-

ianism and absolutism. Both of these

assumptions are false. There is no
such forced disjunction, either logic-

ally or in practice
;
and learning from

experience is of the very essense of

Christian faith and Christian theol-

ogy. That a Platonist can be keenly

sensitive to empirical fact and recog-

nize the rightful place of faith in de-

termining our ultimate convictions is

shown by such works as A. E. Taylor’s
The Faith of a Moralist; and that

theology can build upon, rather than
deny, the methods and results of the
sciences, by such as F. R. Tennant’s
Philosophical Theology.

I do not attribute the rift between
education and religion, between sci-

ence and theology to human pervers-
ity, but rather to human failure. And
the failure that we of the churches
and synagogues ought to consider is

not so much that of the educators as

our own failure. We must have failed

dismally in our attempt to portray the

truth of God which claims us, if men
and teachers of intellectual integrity

have thus misunderstood us and are
inclined to pass religion and theology

by.

“Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy mind.” Our duty as men
who would love God is to use our
minds. We must get as true a faith as

we can, and as much knowledge as we
can, both in theology and in ethics.

We must undertake this intellectual

labor with as much objectivity of

mind and willingness to acknowledge
new truth as we expect of the scien-

tist or the historian.

“Thou shalt love thy neighbor as

thyself.” Our duty is to live our creed.

That involves more than sentimental

love of mankind in general, more than
watching and waiting for a yet dis-

tant kingdom of God, and more than
empty claiming of individual free-

dom; it involves readiness to under-

take the service and to make the sac-

rifices which the upbuilding and
maintenance and defense of true dem-
ocracy demand of us. Hard days lie

ahead, for us as well as for the rest of

the world. But we will not forsake

the ideals that have thus far shaped
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what is best in the life of America.
We will, like our fathers, cherish the

freedom of the human spirit, seek to

know and strive to do the will of God,

and be sustained by unwavering faith

in His goodness and justice. We face

the issues of the future in the spirit

of that great word from the writer of

the epistle to the Hebrews: “Faith
gives substance to our hopes; faith

proves what we do not see . . . We are

not the men to shrink back and be
lost, but to have faith and so to win
our souls.”
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PREACHING IN AN AGE OF CONFUSION*

Stuart Nye Hutchison, D.D.

I
T is an honor, as the representative

of the Board of Trustees, to have a

part in this Service of Inauguration.

We congratulate the Seminary upon
the continuing work of Dr. Arm-
strong and Dr. Kuizenga, who have
long and faithfully served upon the

faculty; and upon the acquisition of

Dr. Kerr as Associate Professor in

the Department of Theology. We who
long ago passed through these halls

envy the students of today the privi-

lege which is theirs of sitting for

three years at the feet of these men
and their distinguished colleagues on
the faculty. It is my purpose in this

brief address to present some of the

hopes and longings of the world of

today as it looks toward the Christian

pulpit.

In the Sprunt Lectures by the

President of the Seminary, he con-

trasts the viewpoints of the Balcony

and the Road. We pastors spend our

days upon the Road. We hear the

voices of the crowd. They tell us

their problems and their fears. They
are looking to the pulpits of our time

for words of wisdom and comfort in

an age of darkness and bewilderment.

And they are looking beyond us to the

schools where young men are being

prepared to take our places when our

voices are silent. Have we a gospel

for this Age of Confusion?

As we look back over the past we
are reminded of the fact that the

training of religious teachers has al-

ways been powerfully influenced by
the moral and spiritual needs of the

particular age for which they were
being prepared. The School of the

prophets with which Elijah and
Elisha were associated was concerned

with the Law, with the Judgment of

God upon the nations, and with their

Messianic hope. These were all vital

issues in their day and generation.

We move across the years to a little

group of disciples gathered about the

Great Teacher. The truth He put into

their hearts and upon their lips was
the love of God, giving them a new
meaning for “Father.”

Later on, when Paul instructed the

men who were to follow him, he gave
them the message of the Incarnation,

and the Resurrection of Jesus, by
which men were to be born again to

an eternal hope. Still later, in a day
when Rome was crumbling into decay

and the foundations of civilization

were being shaken, Augustine taught

them to proclaim the good news of the

City of God.

Out of the needs of succeeding ages

have come other great doctrines of

our Christian belief—Justification by
faith, the Authority of the Holy
Scriptures, the World-Wide Mission

of the Church.

Each of these departments of re-

ligious thought, called out by the

needs of a particular age, has a place

in the curriculum of this school of

theology. As the Seminary has a re-

sponsibility in connection with these

* Address delivered in Miller Chapel, Feb-
ruary 10, 1941, on the occasion of the inaug-
uration of the Rev. William Park Arm-
strong, D.D. as Graduate Professor of New
Testament Exegesis; the Rev. John E.
Kuizenga, D.D., as Charles Hodge Professor
of Systematic Theology, and the Rev. Hugh
Thomson Kerr, Jr., Ph.D. as Associate Pro-
fessor of Systematic Theology.
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questions, which arose in other criti-

cal periods of the Church’s life, so it

has also, we believe, a like obligation

connected with the problems which
are arising in this age. What are

some of these problems ?

I

First and most pressing at the pres-

ent hour in the mind of the man on
the street is that which has to do with

war and peace. We are not thinking

now of the political issues and impli-

cations involved, but rather of the

question as it relates itself to the

Kingdom of God, and the duty of

Christian citizens.

Here are some of the questions they

bring to us. “We have been taught,”

they say, “to believe that Christ is the

Prince of Peace. We have cherished

His promise that the day will come
when nation shall not lift up sword
against nation, or learn war any
more. We know that heretofore, no

matter what may be the convictions

of individuals, they all with one ac-

cord, when the bugles sound the call

to arms, let their principles and
scruples go by the boards, and take

their places in the ranks. Is it not

time for some of us to stand for our

convictions at whatever cost? Will

war ever end until some believers in

the teachings of Jesus are brave

enough to turn the other cheek and
take the consequences?”

Before we can even try to reply

another voice speaks : "“I am faced

with a dilemma. The issue is not be-

tween right and wrong, but between
two courses both of which are wrong.
On the one hand we cannot reconcile

war with the teachings and example
of Christ. On the other we cannot

countenance passivism. When our

Christian ideals, when our homes and

loved ones are in deadly peril, we
would be worse than infidels if we did

not resist to the death.”

Another speaks: “I am frankly
puzzled as to what to think and do.

There can be no difference of opinion

regarding the leaders of the totalitar-

ian states. But they are the product of

causes which go far back, causes

which have their roots in selfishness

and greed and a disregard of God.
And in these things all nations have
a measure of responsibility.”

And they are all asking us concern-
ing God. Where is the love of which
you have been preaching? Why must
peaceful, God-fearing peoples, Czecho-
slovakia, Norway, The Netherlands,

be crushed and bleeding beneath the

iron heel of ruthless oppression?

In “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” George
Harris tells of the cruelties and
crimes of the slave holders. He is tor-

tured with the thought that he is a

helpless slave and that his wife and
children may be sold away from him.

“They buy and sell us and make trade

of our hearts’ blood and groans and
tears, and God lets them, He does.

God lets them.”

But God was not unmindful. It was
only a little later that another voice

sounded across the nation. “Fondly

do we hope—fervently do we pray

—

that this mighty scourge of war may
speedily pass away. Yet if God wills

that it continue until all the wealth

piled by the bondmen’s two hundred
and fifty years of unrequited toil shall

be sunk, and until every drop of blood

drawn with the lash shall be paid

with another drawn with the sword,

as was said three thousand years ago,

so still it must be said: ‘The judg-

ments of the Lord are true and right-

eous altogether.’
”
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We cannot explain the mystery of

suffering from the levels of our hu-

man understanding, but come up with
Habakuk into the watch-tower of

which he spoke. From thence we can

see far away a Cross upon a hill. On
it is One, in whom was no fault, dying
with a prayer on His lips for the men
who put Him there. When we see that

Cross we know that somehow the suf-

ferings of the innocent are bound up
in God’s plan for the better world
that is coming.

These questions will become more
pressing as time goes on. We can no
longer look to so-called Christian

rulers to show the way. One wonders
if there are any such. In the Church,
and in the leaders she is raising up,

is the only hope of the world. And the

Church has never spoken clearly upon
the subject of war. The Kingdom of

God can never come until war ends
and the power of men is free to build

the City of God. Everything else we
are doing at home and abroad is of

little avail while this dragon of hell

still rises to prey upon mankind. We
believe that our seminaries should

devote themselves earnestly to the

task of preparing the Christian lead-

ers of the years beyond this war to

guide the Church and the world out of

this darkness to the dawn of a new
day.

One day last week we saw in a

bookstore several volumes by mem-
bers of the faculty of this Seminary.
You men here, with your scholarship

and wide experience can render us a

great service by sending out books
like these. We who are fighting at the

front are often hard pressed to hold

our own in the face of the forces of

evil which are now so strong. We
need every reinforcement which you
can send us. We need not only the fin-

ished product of your classroom, but

of your pens also.

II

Again, questions having to do with

a changing industrial order are press-

ing in upon us. Whether we like it or

not, and most of us probably do not,

we cannot close our eyes to the revo-

lution which is sweeping across the

world. In Russia and Germany it has

come with violence and blood. In

Britain and America it is coming
gradually and thus far without vio-

lence. The world is moving steadily

toward a new economic order. The
election of the President for a third

term, with his pronounced ideas and
ideals, speaks plainly as to the will

of the American people and the goal

toward which we are moving.

It is not always easy for men living

in the quiet atmosphere of a Univer-

sity town to realize how rapidly

events are moving in this direction.

We who are in continual touch with

conditions in our great industrial

areas know that the Church is faced

with new forces which it cannot

ignore.

Large fortunes in the possession of

individuals and families will soon be

a thing of the past in this country.

The economic system to which we
have been accustomed is on its way
out. Government regulation and con-

trol are marching down every road of

our national life.

Two things this Seminary can and
should do. It should apply itself with

all diligence to the financial cam-
paign for the rehabilitation and
strengthening of its material equip-

ment. The securing of funds for this

purpose may not be easy now. It will

be still less easy in years to come with

a government by politicians in control
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of the sources of supply. Now is the

time to lengthen our cords and
strengthen our stakes.

Moreover, this change in the indus-

trial and social world will vitally af-

fect the Church. In the new order

which is on the way the Church should

be sitting at the Council Table. It is

the Church which will determine
whether this new order is to be nihil-

istic and atheistic, as in Russia and
Germany, or whether it is to be

guided by the teachings of Jesus. The
young men who are now preparing in

our seminaries for leadership will

have a part in shaping the new society

which is to emerge from the present

upheaval.

Ill

Moreover, the man on the street is

beginning to rethink missions. We
have always preached missions and at

times it was not very easy to press

its claims home in the face of the nar-

row provincialism of many Christian

people. That is now for the most part

a thing of the past. Modern means
of travel and communication have
broken all the barriers down. The
Communist’s dream of converting the

world ; the Nazis’ ambition to master
it, have made man see how reasonable

is the command of our Lord to make
disciples of all nations. The imperial-

istic vision has been growing in the

lay mind of the Church. In addition

to the need of the world and the mind
of Christ we must do this thing to

save ourselves from being submerged.
Never has it been so easy to speak

on missions to thinking people as

now. When this war is over the

Church will face the greatest oppor-

tunity it has known since the Ascen-
sion. Years ago Germany, without a

colony, with no lands beyond the Bal-

tic, opened schools for the training of

young men for the administration of

the colonial empire of which she
dreamed. Are the children of this

world wiser in their generation than
the children of light? Should we not
here, more than ever before, be train-

ing men to man the far outposts of

the Christian imperialism which is

coming.

IV

Again, the voice from the street is

calling for preaching that has to do

with vital things. Men are not partic-

ularly interested in what we think, or

in what some recent writer has said.

They are hungry to know the will of

God for them in this age of tumult

and confusion. “Fortune,” that most

secular of magazines, last year

sounded a trumpet call to the pulpit

to preach the things that really count.

Twenty-three years ago the speaker

had an experience which will always

be with him. We were then in Nor-
folk and the World War was entering

its fourth year, with America on the

side of the Allies. Norfolk was the

most important Naval Station on the

continent, and the chief port of em-
barkation for American troops. It

was a Sunday morning in June and

the hour for morning worship had
come. Busy in another part of the

church we knew nothing of what was
occurring until we opened the door

and entered the chancel. To our

amazement the church was packed

with New Zealand troops, while the

regular congregation was milling in

the street. With the entry of America
the transports were crossing the Pa-

cific and through the Panama Canal.

One of them had stopped that morn-
ing in Hampton Roads to coal before

crossing the Atlantic and the men had
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been given shore leave to attend

church.

New Zealand was at that time con-

scripting men up to fifty-five years of

age. Many of those soldiers were the

fathers of sons who had fallen in the

shambles of Gallipoli. They were go-

ing directly to France and the battle

front. For most of them it was the

last church service. As I looked into

their faces they seemed to say to me

:

“We who are about to die salute you.”

And then came such a searching of

heart as I had never known before.

Had I a message for them, a word of

hope and comfort as they faced the

unknown ?

Never do I stand before a crowded
church now without living that day
again, without asking that same ques-

tion. Life is terribly serious for most
of the people who listen to us. There
before me are long rows of men,
weary and worn with tod and uncer-

tainty. There are mothers anxious
and troubled about many things.

There are youths moving away into a

future which seems to most of them
so dark. There are faces there, look-

ing up at me, on which is the sentence

of death. They are asking for some
message from God’s Word that will

give them rest and peace and eternal

hope. God pity me if, when they look

to me for bread, I give them a stone.

V

Finally, the world is looking to the

pulpit for men of burning hearts.

Sometimes we wish the Gideon tests

could be applied to those who are an-

swering the call to come to the help

of the Lord in these days. There is no
place in the ministry for the fearful

and afraid. There is no room for di-

vided interests. He who follows must
leave all.

Long ago a visitor went to a home
for aged sea-faring men in England.

He was told that an old veteran was
there who had served under Nelson at

Trafalgar. He sought him out and
asked him to tell him of the great

Admiral. The old man turned his

sightless eyes in his direction and
said: “Just a little half-pint of a man
he was, one arm, one eye, as limp as

a sick kitten when the ship was rollin’

in the storm ;
but 0, sir, when the flag

was at the masthead, and the decks

were cleared for action, and the lin-

stocks were lighted, then he was a

flame of fire.” In this warfare in

which we have enlisted the flag is at

the masthead and the decks are being

cleared. We need men upon the quar-

terdeck now who are a flame of fire.

Who is sufficient for these things?

In my own hours of perplexity I like

to turn once more to that book which

in my day as a child we knew almost

by heart. Prudence said to Christian

:

“Can you remember by what means
you find your troubles as if they were

banished?” The pilgrim, with his face

toward the Celestial City, made reply

:

“When I think what I saw at the

Cross that will do it ;
and when I look

on my broidered coat, that will do it

;

also, when I look into the roll that I

carry in my bosom, that will do it;

and when my thoughts are warm
about whither I am going, that will

do it.”
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GLEANINGS FROM ANNUAL REPORTS

W E have extracted and tran-

scribed for readers of the Bul-
letin items of special interest from
several annual reports submitted to

the Board of Trustees in May.

From the Report of the President

of the Seminary

Concerning the Students

“The new sense of institutional re-

sponsibility in the student body has
reflected itself in a diversity of ways.
One is the organized effort carried

out by the students themselves in the

interests of the Student Center. This
effort led to a pledge by the majority
of our students amounting to more
than $5,000, the first payment to-

wards which is to be made when they

receive their first salary as ministers.

Another evidence of the same spirit

shows itself in the leadership of stu-

dents in organizing the annual All-

Seminary Banquet which this year
was attended by 257 persons in the

Princeton Inn. A third is the organ-

ization by students of an evangelistic

team to conduct Gospel meetings under
Seminary auspices during the coming
summer. The growing missionary

sense of our student body as a whole

is evidenced by the fact that this sum-
mer some fifty students will serve un-

der the Board of National Missions.

Last year the number was twenty-

five.

Demand for Princeton Graduates

“We have reason to thank God also

for the increasing demand that comes

to us for our graduates from different

parts of the country. Last year’s

graduating class of sixty-three were

all at work with the exception of one

within a very short time after grad-

uation. The members of this year’s

class have already been placed with
the exception of four. Requests

come to us more and more from
spheres and regions not for-

merly very receptive 'to Princeton

Seminary men but which now show
an increasing disposition to wel-

come our students or our graduates.

Last year two of our students served

the New York City Mission on week-

ends throughout the year. For next

year, five are being invited to do so.

In this connection a word of praise is

due to Dr. Roberts, our Dean of Stu-

dents, for his admirable success in

placing our students, and our grad-

uates, and to Dr. Homrighausen for

the surveillance' -which' he exercises

over those men in the Seminary who
carry out practical projects. If the

Board gives its approval to the recom-

mendation of the Curriculum Com-
mittee that we employ from now on-

wards the services of a special Super-

visor of Field Work, we may look

forward to the day at no distant date

when all the work undertaken by stu-

dents during their Seminary course

will be personally superintended. We
hope also that the time is not far off

when all students attending the Sem-

inary will engage during their course

in some practical Christian project as

an indispensable prerequisite for

their right to graduate.

The Graduate Department

“The growing interest in our grad-

uate department is still another occa-

sion for sincere thankfulness. Other
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Presbyterian seminaries which for-

merly sent their graduates for ad-

vanced work to leading seminaries

not belonging to the Presbyterian

Church now begin to send them to

Princeton. We look forward to re-

ceiving for graduate work next year
an outstanding student who graduates

this year from the foremost liberal

seminary in the country. This, we
venture to hope, is the precursor of a
trend. In the meantime the reputa-
tion of our Faculty and the interest

awakened in the new studies for the

Doctor of Theology degree bring us

students from many different denom-
inations.

Pedegogical Improvements

“As a final cause for thankfulness
I will mention the great success of the

new survey course in Systematic The-
ology which is taught to Juniors, and
of the several group electives in the

same subject which are offered to

Middlers and Seniors. From next year
this new pedagogical approach will be
applied also to the study of Church
History.

The Student Center

“I pass now to matters of concern.

I am concerned that we should suc-

ceed in erecting the new Student Cen-
ter at the earliest possible moment.
The sooner we have this building the

sooner shall we be able to cope with
important campus problems which
cannot be dealt with satisfactorily

until our students are socially one, as

the members of a graduate college

and of a professional school for the

training of Christian ministers should
be one. The sooner this Center be-

comes a reality, the sooner will it be
possible to undertake extension activ-

ities in the interests of the church’s

ministry and laity, and, at the same
time, make our Seminary campus a

desirable place for the meetings of

other Christian groups. It is true that

the campaign to secure the necessary

funds for this building has put an
unusual strain upon the time and en-

ergy of those of us who have taken

part in it. It is also an open question

whether the method we have pursued
to attain our objective is the most
appropriate for a theological semi-

nary like ours or the best financial

method for any Christian institution.

But, however opinion may differ on
this score, and however difficult the

national and international situation

may still become, the vision of the

hard years of reconstruction which
will inevitably follow the present ti-

tanic struggle and the increasing de-

mands that will be made upon the

Christian Church to play a worthy
part in this reconstruction, demand
that in all things pertaining to Semi-
nary policy we must take a long-range

view. When we consider that also

fifty years have passed since we had
an entirely new building of our own,
and that within this period great uni-

versities were founded and have
reached the peak of their develop-

ment, it is clearly time that the intel-

lectual and spiritual needs of students

for the next half century or even a

century should claim our efforts now.
Only so can we provide this historic

campus with equipment worthy of the

Church to which it belongs and ade-

quate to the needs of the age into

which we are moving. Even now as

the student body grows and our

classes are broken up into smaller

groups for more efficient teaching,

classroom space becomes a real prob-

lem. Not only so, but in the not dis-

tant future the growth of our famous
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library will make it imperative that

we face the problem of housing it

worthily in ampler and more adequate
quarters. When we succeed in doing
so, it would be legitimate to dream of

offering a home on this campus to

scattered collections of books indis-

pensable for research in Presbyterian
and Christian history, which, if they
became part of our collection, would
be made available for the study of

scholars in a way that is not possible

today.

Prospective Renaissance of the
Princeton Theological Review

“I am concerned also that, within

the course of another year, we should

be able to publish a successor to the

Theological Review which, under
varying titles, was identified with this

Seminary for nearly a century. At no
time in our Seminary’s history was
the need for such an organ greater
than today, nor the opportunities to

give direction to confused minds more
impressive. When people of all

classes are craving for authority, the

voice of an institution which has

stood throughout its history for the

authority of God in His Word should

be heard in a quarterly magazine.
This magazine would bear in an un-

mistakable way both the accent of

eternity and the accent of contempor-
ary relevance. Our Faculty is now
ready to assume its share of the re-

sponsibility for producing such a pub-
lication. Other Christian thinkers of

our Reformed faith in this and other

countries can be relied upon to co-

operate. The Board will be interested

to know that the Administrative Com-
mittee appointed a joint committee of

Trustees and Faculty to bring in

recommendations to both bodies for

launching this much-needed journal.

It is my hope that these recommenda-
tions may be ready for the October
meeting of the Board, and that within
a year from this date the first number
of the new theological magazine may
be available. I share this concern with
you in the assurance that you will

recognize its weight and be ready in

due course to sponsor the project to

which it refers.”

From the Report of the Dean of
Students

“The enrollment of this year com-
pared with that of last year is as fel-

lows:

in 1940 vs. 1941
Fellows 5 5
Graduate students 25 41
Seniors 63 51
Middlers 55 63
Juniors 64 75
Special students 4 5

216 240

Students and the Selective
Service Act

“The Selective Service Act has had
no noticeable affect upon applications

for admission to this Seminary, nor
to any other. Some individuals have
been apprehensive, thinking that the
seminaries would lose through the

draft many pre-seminary students

now in our colleges. The decision re-

garding the status of such students is

left by the government in the hands of

the local draft board. The tendency of

such boards is to place college stu-

dents preparing for the ministry on
the deferred list. Since the draft

boards are permitting these men to

finish their pre-seminary training,

they will no doubt permit them to con-

tinue on to the seminary. The govern-
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ment can hardly afford to deplete the

forces of the church by taking its

ministers for Army chaplains and at

the same time draft the corps of pros-

pective ministers in our colleges. On
the other hand, students who decide

to enter the ministry after their num-
bers have been drawn in the draft

would seem to have little ground for

exemption.

Recruiting for the Ministry

“There is a strong movement on

foot among all the denominations to

emphasize recruiting for the minis-

try. The American Association of

Theological Schools has appointed a

capable committee to study the whole

problem. The emphasis is not upon

numbers but upon the quality of the

candidates. Even if there is a de-

cided drop in the seminary enroll-

ments and a dearth of ministers for a

period because of the rigid selective

process, the ultimate result will be

more candidates and more of the bet-

ter type.

Ministerial Supply

“One hears many conflicting state-

ments in regard to the supply of min-

isters for our churches. Some hold

there is an over-supply, others main-

tain that there is a dearth. It would

appear that both positions are cor-

rect. For the average size church

there there are more ministers than

there are openings. The strongest and

the weakest churches, however, ex-

perience difficulty in finding men. The
answer, it would seem, is not to con-

centrate on increasing the number of

graduates, but on selecting men more

carefully. Instead of sending medi-

ocre men to dying fields, these fields

should be strengthened by merging
or consolidation, or subsidized, and be

made challenging to the strongest

men.

Field Work of Students

“During the year 1940-41 forty-

three students served student charges
and twenty-five as assistants. The old

Seminary tradition of “apostolic suc-

cession” in respect to student charges

seems to have been definitely broken
up and the work is handled through
the Office of the Dean of Students.

“As in the summer of 1940 prac-

tically all of the Middlers and Juniors

will be doing some type of religious

work. Out of the 183 only 13 will be

in secular positions and all of these

will do supply preaching.”

From the Report of the Librarian

The Circulation of Books

“The report of the Librarian for

the year 1940-41 must stress the more
extensive use of the Library by the

Seminary community. The graduate

students working toward the Doctor’s

degree find the new tables in the

stacks of the Library most convenient

for concentrated study and are mak-
ing good use of the scholarly re-

sources of the Library in their prep-

aration for advanced work. The un-

dergraduates also are now spending

more time in the Library and are ac-

quainting themselves with the books

most important in preparation for the

gospel ministry. The circulation of

books by mail and to alumni living at

a distance from Princeton is being
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continued with great success. The
statistics of circulation are as fol-

lows : students borrowed for use out-

side the Library 8,721 items
; Profes-

sors and other individuals with fac-

ulty privileges, 1,520 items; alumni

and friends, 5,501 items. The total

circulation, including overnight loans,

was 18,005.

Gifts to the Library

“The resources of the Library were
increased by the gift of more than

four hundred volumes of the modern
Jews and Jewish evangelization from
the library of Dr. John Stuart Conn-

ing. Over six hundred volumes were
presented by other friends of the Li-

brary. Over one thousand books were
purchased. Importations from Eng-
land have arrived fairly regularly in

spite of the great damage done to the

London book trade in the raid of De-

cember 29. Comparatively few items

have been received from continental

Europe where the agents of the Li-

brary are holding periodicals and
continuations for which standing or-

ders had been placed. Because of the

decline in the number of new books

published, the Library was able to

purchase a number of older books of

recognized scholarship which could

not be purchased shortly after their

publication.

Recataloguing

“The recataloguing has been car-

ried on more rapidly this year than

ever before. On November 1 the Li-

brary adopted the classification of the

Library of Congress for all secular

fields of study. All new books outside

the field of theology have been classi-

fied according to the Library of Con-
gress schedules upon their receipt. It

has now been possible to recatalogue

and reclassify more than 2,000 titles

in the new classification since Novem-
ber. All of our books on the history

of North and South America have
been reclassified so that the study of

the secular backgrounds of American
church history and of inter-continen-

tal cooperation will be encouraged.

The majority of our books on the

secular backgrounds of missionary

work in the Far East, Asia, and
Africa have also been recatalogued

and reclassified. This work was done

under the direction of the head cata-

laoguer, Miss Isabelle Stouffer. The
checking of our files for listing in the

new edition of The Union List of Se-

rials has been completed.

Statistical Data

“The detailed statistics of additions

to the Library from May 1, 1940 to

April 30, 1941, are as follows:

Bound volumes:

By gift 608

By binding 360

By purchase 1,077

Total additions

Withdrawals

:

Discarded 233

By rebinding and
recounting 157

Net additions

Reported April 30, 1940 152,759

Total number of bound vol-

umes April 30, 1941 154,414

2,045

390

1,655
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Pamphlets :
Reported April

Additions

Withdrawals

:

496 30, 1940 49,288

Discarded

By binding and
80

Total number of pamph-
lets April 30, 1941

recounting 320 400
Total number of bound vol-

umes and pamphlets April

30, 1941

49,384

203,798”Net additions 96
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COMMENCEMENT 1941

Seminary Sunday

FOLLOWING the precedent estab-

lished last year, a special sermon
on the Christian Ministry was deliv-

ered in the First Presbyterian Church

of Princeton at the special invitation

of the Session of the Church and the

pastor, the Rev. Frank S. Niles. This

year the sermon was preached by the

President of the Seminary.

The Baccalaureate Service was held

in Miller Chapel at four o’clock in the

afternoon, with the attendance of the

members of the graduating class,

their friends, and the general public.

The Rev. Leonard V. Buschman, D.D.,

of the class of 1918, minister of the

Central Presbyterian Church, Buffalo,

New York, and President for the year

1940-41 of the Alumni Association,

preached the sermon. At the close the

Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper was
administered by President Mackay,
assisted by Dr. Buschman.

At the evening service in the First

Church, a special missionary address

was delivered by the Rev. Irvin W.
Underhill, Jr., D.D., of the class of

1928, who has had a record of dis-

tinguished missionary service in the

Cameroun.

Meeting of the Board of Trustees

The Board of Trustees convened in

the usual place of meeting, the Lenox
Library, at 10:15 A. M., on Monday,
May 12. After the annual Trustees’

Luncheon at Springdale, where the

Trustees and their wives were guests

of President and Mrs. Mackay, busi-

ness was resumed at an afternoon ses-

sion.

Matters of special interest trans-

acted by the Board were : the election

of Dr. Otto A. Piper to the Helen H.P.
Manson Chair of New Testament Lit-

erature
; the election of Dr. J. Christy

Wilson (class of ’19) to be Supervisor
of Field Work ; and the election of Dr.

Lefferts A. Loetscher (class of ’28) to

be Instructor in Church History.

Social Events

The reception by President and
Mrs. Mackay on Monday afternoon at

Springdale was attended by the larg-

est gathering in recent years. The
weather was perfect, and Alumni and
new graduates, Professors and Trus-
tees, thronged the lawn in happy fel-

lowship.

In the evening the annual Alumni
banquet was held in the University

gymnasium with an attendance of

about four hundred. Dr. Leonard V.

Buschman, President of the Alumni
Association, presided. The special

guest of the evening was Dr. Luther
A. Weigle, Dean of Yale University

Divinity School, and President of the

Federal Council of the Churches of

Christ in America. Dean Weigle gave

a most interesting and thoughtful ad-

dress on the subject “Democracy,
Education and Faith in God.’’

At the business session held in the

course of the evening, the Rev. Her-

bert Booth Smith, D.D., of the Im-
manuel Church, Los Angeles, was
elected the new President of the As-

sociation.

Music, popular and classical, was
rendered in the course of the evening.

The leader of the “old favorites” was
Dr. Charles R. Erdman; while Dr.

Williamson and his famous Choir re-
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galed those present with an exquisite

rendering of selected pieces from
their inexhaustible repertoire.

A very special feature of the even-

ing’s gathering this year was the

showing of a film, “A Certain Noble-

man,” by the Rev. Stewart P. Mac-
Lennan, D.D., former pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church of Holly-

wood, California. Dr. MacLennan is

now devoting his whole time to the

production of pictures representing

Biblical episodes or teachings. He has
felt called to the mission of using the

great advances in the cinemato-
graphic art to capture the heart and
mind of the American people by the

portrayal in technicolor of scenes and
stories from the Book of Books. The
exhibition of the picture made a deep
impression on those present. Dr. Mac-
Lennan received many valuable sug-
gestions and criticisms, and, above all,

a great deal of stimulus to go forward
with his enterprise.

Commencement Exercises

The one hundred and twenty-ninth
session in the life of Princeton Semi-
nary came to an end on Tuesday, May
13. The Commencement Exercises
were held in the chapel of the Univer-
sity, with an unusually large con-
course of people crowding the pews of
that Gothic pile. One of the interest-

ing features of the occasion was the

presence of more than thirty members
of a mission church in New York
which had been ministered to by one

of the members of the graduating

class. Special seats were reserved for

this group in one of the transepts of

the chapel that they might witness at

close quarters the graduation of their

student-pastor.

Dr. Robert E. Speer, President of

the Board of Trustees, presided. The
Commencement Address was deliv-

ered by the new President of David-
son College, the Rev. John R.

Cunningham, D.D., who spoke in an
inspiring manner on the subject

“Democracy and the Christian Min-
istry.”

Fifty-one students were awarded
the degree of Bachelor of Theology,

and twenty the degree of Master of

Theology. Ten students, whose names
were read by the Rev. William

Barrow Pugh, D.D., LL.D., Secretary

of the Board of Trustees, were

awarded special fellowships or prizes.

The names of these and of the new
graduates appear elsewhere in the

Bulletin.

As usual an inspiring part of the

ceremony was the music rendered by

the students of the Westminster Choir

College, under the leadership of the

distinguished President of the Col-

lege, Dr. John Finley Williamson.
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DEGREES, FELLOWSHIPS AND PRIZES

THE degree of Bachelor of Theol-

ogy was conferred upon the fol-

lowing students who hold the degree

of Bachelor of Arts or its academic

equivalent, from an approved institu-

tion, and who have completed the

course of study prescribed therefor in

this Seminary:

Joel Eldon Anderson
Hugh Frederick Ash
John Walter Beardslee, III

John Alexander Bellingham
William Garver Borst
Charles Edward Brubaker
Jay Luman Bush
Clifford Earle Chaffee
Robert Melbourne Christiansen
Wilbur Raynor Closterhouse
Earl Eugene Cunningham
John Pallai Dany
Charles Henry Davis
John Hutchinson Eastwood
Charles Raymond Ehrhardt
Roger Payne Enloe
Bruce Whitefield Evans
Hugh Bean Evans
Philip Kyle Foster
Francis Henny Glazebrook, Jr.

Morton Graham Glise

Paul Renwick Graham
Joseph Edward Grottenthaler
Henry Disbrow Hartmann
William Musbach Hunter
William Harvey Jenkins
Paul Waldo Johnston
David Stenaslaus Kain, III

Norman Samuel Kindt
Reginald Wilson Mclnroy
John William Meister
John Nelson Montgomery
Paul Conrad Nicholson
Howard Robertson Peters
George Lewis Rentschler
William Dayton Roberts
David Dean Robinson
Edwin Pratt Rogers
Edwin Joseph Rose
Millard Richard Shaull
Robert Edward Sherrill

Robert Earl Shields
Carlton Joseph Sieber
Kenneth Campbell Stewart
John Moody Stuart, Jr.

Charles Thomas Theal
Ralph Pryor Waggoner
Charles Smith Webster, Jr.

Edward Crawford Williams
Harry Cameron Wooding
Robert White Young

The degree of Master of Theology
was conferred upon the following

students who hold the degree of Bach-
elor of Arts, or its academic equiva-

lent, and the degree of Bachelor of

Theology, or its theological equiva-

lent, from approved institutions, and
who have completed the course of

study prescribed therefor in this Sem-
inary.

Samuel Wilson Blizzard
Earle White Crawford
Marion Gerard Gosselink
Joseph Clyde Henry
Albert Howard Hopper
Mark Lowell Koehler
Gilbert John Kuyper
Theodore Schaffer Liefeld
Duncan Norwood Naylor
Harold George Nydahl
Robert Neill Peirce
Christian Keyser Preus
Richard Charles Smith
Robert Ross Smyrl
Meredith Justin Sprunger
Herbert Claude Tweedie
Victor Paul Wierwille
Harold Kendall Wright
Tyuzo Yamada
Eung Pal Yun

Fellowships and Prizes were awarded

as follows :

The Fellowship in New Testament

(Biblical Theology)

Roger Payne Enloe

The Fellowship in Apologetics

Charles Edward Brubaker

The First Scribner Prize in New Tes-

tament Literature

Paul Renwick Graham
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The Second Scribner Prize

John Hutchinson Eastwood

The Hugh Davies Prize in Homiletics

John William Meister

The Benjamin Stanton Prize in Old

Testament Literature

Roger Burnham McShane

The Robert L. Maitland Prize in New
Testament Exegesis (Equal)

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Irvin Wesley Batdorf

The John Finley McLaren Prize in

Biblical Theology
George Hileman Yount

The Archibald Alexander Hodge
Prize in Systematic Theology

Arnold Bruce Come
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THE FORWARD MOVEMENT
Henry Seymour Brown, D.D.

T HE chief news of the year is the

action of the General Assembly at

St. Louis, the climax of several years
of continuous effort on the part of the

Council of Presbyterian Theological

Seminaries

:

1. “The General Assembly confirms
the action of its General Council, des-

ignating November 9 as the day for

offerings by the churches for the sup-

port of theological seminaries, and
commends this cause to all our peo-

ple.” Our Episcopalian friends or-

dered such a Sunday for the first time
in their history on the last Sunday in

April of 1941 ;
the presentation of the

cause was made and an offering taken
on “Good Shepherd Sunday.” If re-

ceipts at Princeton Seminary are pro-

portionate to the receipts of the Gen-
eral Theological Seminary of the

Episcopal Church in New York, this

collection should yield us the equiva-

lent of the income at present rates on

an endowment of at least $333,000.00.

The most important result of this ac-

tion, however, is that it will help our

people to be interested in and in-

formed about the theological seminar-

ies and the need for an adequate

ministry.

2. “The General Assembly orders

that each of our eleven seminaries, on

or before September 15, 1941, shall

submit to the Office of the Stated

Clerk of the General Assembly full

proof that it has met all the require-

ments of the General Council, and in-

structs the General Council to include

in its 1942-1943 budget such seminar-

ies as have met the requirements,

whether or not all eleven have done so.

It is obvious that otherwise a single

seminary, unwilling perhaps to face

the possibility of a merger, might
hold up action indefinitely.” The
amount of this percentage in the

1942-1943 budget will be settled by
the General Council in October, when
it will hold a conference with the

Special Committee of the Council of

Presbyterian Theological Seminaries.

(This Committee is composed of Drs.

Baird, Mackay, Kelso, Cotton and
Brown.)
For the second successive year the

Seminary has balanced its budget. It

has been most encouraging to find

that, contrary to expectations, the in-

come from gifts on the maintenance
account has kept up remarkably well,

in spite of the active campaign for

capital funds. $12,993.00 were re-

ceived this year for the maintenance
account as contrasted with $14,100.00

last year. One hundred and three

churches helped the Seminary balance

its budget this year (see list), and
many more already have the Semi-

nary on their 1941-1942 budget. The
number of signed Friends of Prince-

ton cards reported last year at this

time was 164; this year we have 196.

The total number of alumni contrib-

uting in one way or another to the

needs of the Seminary is 464.

The Seminary Choir program was
continued throughout this past aca-

demic year. The progress here is in-

teresting. The first year we visited

10 churches, and the total receipts in

the cash collections were $280.43 ;
the

second year 61 new churches, with

collections amounting to $2,475.45;
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the third year 68 churches, with col-

lections amounting to $3,103.00; this

year 69 churches, with collections

amounting to $3,375.79. During the

four years we have not visited the

same church more than once, making
a total of 208 churches visited. These
cash collections have nearly financed

this publicity department of the Sem-
inary and carried the entire burden
of publicity material for the visits of

the Choir, postage, transportation,

payments to the students for their

services, an honorarium to the Direc-

tor, Dr. David Hugh Jones, new Choir

gowns and a recording machine.

The campaign for the Student Cen-
ter Building has made rather remark-
able progress in the light of the diffi-

culties of the present day. It was in

1902 that the Trustees and Directors

appointed a “Committee to Revive the

Refectory.” Again, in 1915 an effort

was put forth to secure a “Proposed
Commons for the Seminary.” In 1917

a campaign was started, but this was
suspended during the World War and
taken up again soon after the close of

the War. The Missionary Apartments
were built in 1922, but nothing was
done for the Student Center Building.

We have been campaigning for funds
for this building since last fall, and by
June 30 had $220,783.45 in cash and
pledges. This represents 739 contri-

butors, 377 of them alumni. The stu-

dents, faculty and employees of the

Seminary contributed a total of

$12,000.00. The total amount of

alumni gifts is $24,431.40. It begins

to look as though the funds for the

building will be secured before the

year closes. The date of erection must

remain uncertain, due to the war con-

ditions.

The Annual Pilgrimage of church
officers and their wives was held for

the third year on Saturday, May 3.

Many felt it was the best of the three

we have had so far. This gathering

is developing friends throughout the

Church and especially is inclining the

officers of the churches to put the

Seminary on their budgets.

The year has been a most encourag-
ing one for wills and capital gifts.

Mrs. George H. Whitely of York, Pa.,

largely influenced by the Choir pro-

gram and conferences with her pas-

tor, Dr. T. S. Dickson, left in her will

$50,000.00 towards the gymnasium.
Mr. William H. Hensel left a fifth of

his residuary estate to the Seminary,
contingent upon certain conditions.

The death of Mrs. William A. Sulli-

van released a considerable prospec-

tive annual income towards additional

scholarship funds. Miss Eleanor
Hamilton left $500.00 in her will for

the improvement of the Oratory Room
in Alexander Hall. Mr. Samuel Rob-
inson’s gift of the equivalent of about

$58,000.00 and Mrs. Paul C. Martin’s

gift of $5,000.00 in memory of her
husband, who was long a Director and
Trustee of the Seminary, are two
other generous gifts within the past

fiscal year. Other gifts will be chron-

icled later at the completion of the

campaign.
As we contemplate this ever in-

creasing number of interested friends

who are being raised up to share in

making the Seminary all that it ought
to be for our great Church, we thank
God and take courage.
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THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The Officers for 1941-1942

President : Herbert Booth Smith ’09

Vice-President : George H. Talbott ’23

Secretary : Frederick Schweitzer ’19

Treasurer: Charles R. Erdman ’91

The Executive Council

Chairman: Hugh B. McCrone ’98

Term Expiring 1942 Term Expiring 1943

Hugh B. McCrone ’98 Roland B. Lutz ’21

W. M. Cleaveland ’99 E. Lansing Bennett ’25

Term Expiring 1944

Arthur N. Butz ’14

Harry Edwin Ulrich T7

Ex-Officio

John A. Mackay ’15

Paul Martin ’86

Edward H. Roberts ’23

Henry S. Brown ’00

-8S-

LOCAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS

Leonard V. Buschman ’18

Charles R. Erdman ’91

Herbert Booth Smith '09

George H. Talbott ’23

Califorina North

President—The Rev. Ward W. Long,
D.D.

1428 North Center Street
Stockton, California

Secretary—The Rev. Francis Shunk
Downs, D.D.

753 Santa Barbara Road
Berkeley, California

California South

President—The Rev. Herbert Booth
Smith, D.D.

744 South Serrano Avenue
Los Angeles, California

Secretary—The Rev. Raymond I. Brahams
Laguna Beach
California

Illinois

Chicago

President—The Rev. W. Oliver
Brackett, Ph.D.

The Manse, Lake Forest
Illinois

Iowa
President—The Rev. William Miller

695 14 Street Place
Des Moines, Iowa

Vice-Pres.—The Rev. DeWitt White
805 Taylor Street
Des Moines, Iowa

Ireland

President—The Rev. J. Wallace Bruce
The Manse, Parkgate
Templepatrick, Co. Antrim, Ireland
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Maryland.

Baltimore
President—The Rev. A. Brown Cald-

well, D.D.
2221 Elsinor Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland

Vice-Pres.—The Rev. Robert L. Riddle
616 Old Home Road, Raspeburg
Baltimore, Maryland

Secretary—The Rev. Robert M. Camp-
bell

Randallstown
Maryland

Delaware-Maryland

President—The Rev. Willard G. Purdy,
D.D.

2108 Van Buren Street
Wilmington, Delaware

Vice-Pres.—The Rev. William F.

Logan, Jr.

Berlin, Maryland
Secretary—The Rev. William Leishman

Lewes, Delaware

Michigan

President—The Rev. W. Glen Harris,
Ph.D.

519 West Maple Avenue
Birmingham, Michigan

Secretary—The Rev. Carl E. Kircher,
D.D.

545 Alter Road
Detroit, Michigan

Treasurer—The Rev. N. U. McConau-
ghey

1004 Prospect Avenue
Iron Mountain, Michigan

Minnesota

St. Paul and Minneapolis
President—The Rev. Robert S. Axtell

Bethlehem Presbyterian Church
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Secretary—The Rev. William J. Bell,

D.D.
1040 Plymouth Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota

New Jersey

Southern Jersey
President—The Rev. E. Lansing Ben-

nett
Merchantville, New Jersey

New York

New York City
President—The Rev. Harold S. Rambo

207 East 30th Street
New York, N.Y.

Vice-Pres.—The Rev. Edward A. Odell
477 Upper Mt. Avenue
Upper Montclair, New Jersey

Secretary—The Rev. George J. Russell
19 Ross Road
Scarsdale, New York

Treasurer-—The Rev. C. Ransom Com-
fort, Jr.

70 Maplewood Avenue
Maplewood, New Jersey

New York Synod

President—The Rev. William M. Mac-
Innes

Endicott, New York
Secretary—The Rev. Luther M. Hol-

lister

Stony Point, New York

Ohio

Cleveland
President—The Rev. C. E. Bininger

1836 Wilton Road
Cleveland Heights, Ohio

Secretary—The Rev. Robert C. Grady
1431 Addison Road
Cleveland, Ohio

Pacific-Northwest

President—The Rev. Paul L. Crooks
Lakewood, Washington

Secretary—The Rev. J. Arthur Steven-
son

Bethany Church
Tacoma, Washington

Pennsylvania

Central Pennsylvania

President—The Rev. Robert M. Skinner
Pottsville, Pennsylvania

Vice-Pres.—The Rev. Norman Duns-
more

826 North Liberty Street
Shamokin, Pennsylvania

Secretary—The Rev. Harry Fifield
First Presbyterian Church
Steelton, Pennsylvania

Treasurer—The Rev. G. Aubrey Young
R. F. D. Quarryville, Pennsylvania

Philadelphia
President—The Rev. Howard J. Bell,

D.D.
Edge Hill, Pennsylvania

Vice-Pres.—The Rev. William F. Wefer
Witherspoon Building
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Secretary—The Rev. L. A. Loetscher
98 Mercer Street
Princeton, N.J.
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Treasurer—The Rev. Charles V. Hass-
ler

30 E. Baltimore Avenue
Media, Pennsylvania

Scranton
President—The Rev. Abram G. Kurtz

214 North Maple Avenue
Kingston, Pennsylvania

Secretary—The Rev. Harry L. Somers
Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania

Treasurer—The Rev. G. Hale Bucher
Plymouth, Pennsylvania

Western Pennsylvania
President—The Rev. R. C. Hutchison,

D.D.
Washington and Jefferson College
Washington, Pennsylvania

Vice-Pres.—The Rev. E. B. Welsh
1208 Vance Avenue
Coraopolis, Pennsylvania

Secretary—The Rev. James W. Laurie
818 Hill Avenue
Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania

Texas

President—The Rev. Gordon Maclnnes
Corsicana, Texas

Vice-Pres.—The Rev. M. Ewing Mc-
Phail

Goose Creek, Texas
Secretary—The Rev. Carlton C. Allen

Mesquite, Texas
Steward—The Rev. James Aiken

Hereford, Texas

Washington, D.C.

President—The Rev. Bernard B. Bras-
kamp, D.D.

1421 Montague Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Secretary—The Rev. George M. Cum-
mings

1628 T Street, S.E.

Washington, D.C.

CHURCHES THAT CONTRIBUTED TO THE SEMINARY

DURING THE YEAR 1940-1941*

(Apart from Choir Collections)

Name Location Name Location

I. To the Capital Account:
Name Location

First Church Ambler, Pa.

The Presbyterian Church Arnot, Pa.

First Church Birmingham, Mich.
Slate Ridge Church Cardiff, Md.
The Presbyterian Church Forty Fort, Pa.

The Presbyterian Church Greenwich, N.J.

Market Square Church Harrisburg, Pa.

First Church Keokuk, Iowa
The Presbyterian Church Kingston, Pa.

The Community Church La Crescenta, Cal.

The Community Church Laguna Beach, Cal.

First Church Mansfield, Pa.

First Church Mifflinsburg, Pa.

First Church Milton, Pa.
South Church Montclair, N.J.

Grace Church Montgomery, Pa.
Roseville Church Newark, N.J.

The Presbyterian Church Newtown, Pa.
The Presbyterian Church Orangeville, Pa.
Arch Street Church Philadelphia, Pa.

Westminster Church Scranton, Pa.
St. Mary’s Church Shiloh, Pa.
First Church Shippensburg, Pa.
First Church (S.S.) Strasburg, Pa.
First Church Tioga, Pa.

25 churches $1,398.98

II. To the Maintenance Account:
Name Location

The Presbyterian Church Abington, Pa.
Second Church Amsterdam, N.Y.
First Church Ardmore, Pa.
First Church Arlington, N.J.
Olivet Church (S.S.) Atlantic City, N.J.
First Church Aurora, 111.

Arlington Church Baltimore, Md.
Hamilton Church Baltimore, Md.
The Presbyterian Church Bristol, Pa.
First Church Britton, S.D.
Central Church Buffalo, N.Y.
The Presbyterian Church Collingswood, N.J.
First Church Cranbury, N.J.
Westminster Church Dayton, 0.
First Memorial Church Dover, N.J.
The Presbyterian Church Drexel Hill, Pa.
First Church East Orange, N.J.
Hope Memorial Church Elizabeth, N.J.
The Presbyterian Church Frenchtowm, N.J.

Westside Church Germantown, Pa.
First Church Haddonfield, N-«L
First Church Haddon Heights, N.J.
Market Square Church Harrisburg, Pa.
First Church Hazleton, Pa.
Derry Church Hershey, Pa.
The Presbyterian Church Honey Brook, Pa.
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Name Location Name Location

Warner Memorial Church
First Church
First Church
Memorial Church
First Church
First Church
Fourth Street Church
Second Church
First Church
First Church
Prospect Church
First Church
First Church
First Church
Lewinsville Church
The Presbyterian Church

Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Silver Spring Church Mechanicsburg, Pa.

The Presbyterian Church Media, Pa.
Merchantville, N.J.

Montclair, N.J.
Montgomery, N.Y.

Kensington, Md.
Lake Forest, 111.

Lancaster, Pa.
Lancaster, Pa.

Lansdowne, Pa.
Latrobe, Pa.
Lebanon, Pa.

Lexington, Ky.
Llanerch, Pa.
Mansfield, Pa.

Maplewood, N.J.
Matawan, N.J.
Maywood, N.J.

McKeesport, Pa.
McLean, Va.

First Church
South Church
First Church
The Presbyterian Church
Elizabeth Avenue Church
Memorial Church
Roseville Church
First Church New
Central Church
Centre Church
Fourth Church
First Church
Church of the Messiah
Paxton Church
First Church
Calvin Church
Fourth Church
Frankford Church
Glading Memorial Church
Ninth Church
First Church of Olney

Narberth, Pa.
Newark, N.J.
Newark, N.J.
Newark, N.J.

Brunswick, N.J.

New Castle, Pa.
New Park, Pa.

New York, N.Y.
Paoli, Pa.

Paterson, N.J.
Paxtang, Pa.

Perth Amboy, N.J.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.

First Church
Westminster Church
East Liberty Church
First Church
Knoxville Church
Sixth Church
First Church
First Church
Second Church
Chestnut Level Church
The Presbyterian Church
Brick Church
First Church
The Presbyterian Church
First Church
Wicomico Church
Westminster Church
First Church
First Church
Central Church
Bethany Church
Ewing Church
First Church
Fourth Church
Pilgrim Church
Prospect Street Church
Calvary Church
First Church
The Presbyterian Church
First Church
Memorial Church
First Church
Second Church
Covenant-Central Church
First and Central Church
The Presbyterian Church
Calvary Church
First Church

103 churches

Phillipsburg, N.J.
Phillipsburg, N.J.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Plainfield, N.J.
Princeton, N.J.
Princeton, N.J.
Quarryville, Pa.
Ridley Park, Pa.
Rochester, N.Y.

Roselle, N.J.
Rye, N.Y.

Salem, N.J.
Salisbury, Md.
Scranton, Pa.

Shippensburg, Pa.
Succasunna, N.J.

Summit, N.J.
Trenton, N.J.
Trenton, N.J.
Trenton, N.J.
Trenton, N.J.
Trenton, N.J.
Trenton, N.J.

Upper Darby, Pa.
Washington, N.J.

Wayne, Pa.
Waynesburg, Pa.

Wenonah, N.J.
Whitesboro, N.Y.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Williamsport, Pa.
Wilmington, Del.
Woodstown, N.J.

Wvncote, Pa.
York, Pa.

$5,024.09

Gifts to Maintenance Account through April 30 ; gifts to Capital Account through June 30.
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Inauguration of Professors

On February 10 in Miller Chapel,

on the occasion of a special mid-year
meeting of the Board of Trustees, Dr.

William Park Armstrong, Dr. John
E. Kuizenga, and Dr. Hugh Thomson
Kerr, Jr., were inaugurated into new
positions on the Seminary Faculty.

Dr. Armstrong, who had been Profes-

sor of New Testament Literature

since 1903, became Graduate Profes-

sor of New Testament Exegesis. Dr.

Kuizenga was transferred from the

Chair of Apologetics to the Charles
Hodge Chair of Systematic Theology.
Dr. Kerr was formally installed as

Associate Professor of Systematic
Theology. The charge to the new pro-

fessors was delivered by the Rev.

Stuart Nye Hutchison, D.D., pastor

of the East Liberty Presbyterian

Church, Pittsburgh. His inspiring

address entitled “Preaching in An
Age of Confusion,” is printed in this

number of the Bulletin.

New Faculty Appointments

Dr. Otto A. Piper

Reference has been made elsewhere

to the election of new members to the

Faculty. After four years of out-

standing service to the Seminary, first

as Guest Professor of Systematic

Theology, and thereafter as Guest
Professor of New Testament Litera-

ture, Dr. Otto A. Piper was elected to

the Helen H. P. Manson Chair of New
Testament Literature, at the meeting

of the Board of Trustees in May. His

election was subsequently confirmed

by the General Assembly at St. Louis.

In the election of Professor Piper,

Princeton Seminary has been able to

secure the services of one of the out-

standing theologians and Biblical

scholars of our time. Like Dr. Ben-

jamin B. Warfield, Dr. Piper began
his theological career as a New Testa-
ment scholar and later turned to the
teaching of Systematic Theology.
While one of the most versatile of
theologians in his interests and
knowledge, Professor Piper will

henceforth devote his major attention
to New Testament studies.

Dr. J. Christy Wilson

From now onwards Princeton will

have on its Faculty one whose special

function will be the supervision of the

students’ field work. This position will

be filled for the next two years by Dr.

J. Christy Wilson. Dr. Wilson is a
graduate of the University of Kansas
and of Princeton Theological Semi-
nary. He has had a very distinguished
career as a missionary in Iran, and
has also held pastorates in this coun-
try. He was about to be elected to an
important pastorate in Pennsylvania
when his services were secured by the

Seminary as Supervisor of Field

Work. It will be Dr. Wilson’s func-

tion to cultivate and maintain close

contacts with presbyteries and
churches within a hundred miles of

Princeton
; to secure positions for stu-

dents where they may render service

during their Seminary course ;
and to

exercise a helpful supervision over

the work in which students engage.
In the appointment of Dr. Wilson the

Seminary is breaking ground in a

new direction which we hope will

prove fruitful.

Dr. Lefferts A. Loetscher

In the appointment of Dr. Lefferts

A. Loetscher as Instructor in Church
History the Seminary secures the ser-

vices of another of its own distin-

guished graduates. Dr. Loetscher,

from the time of his graduation from
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the Seminary in 1928, has made
Church History his special study, and
will obtain his Doctor’s degree in that

subject from the University of Penn-
sylvania in the near future. Until his

resignation last spring he was pastor

of the Rhawnhurst Presbyterian

Church, Philadelphia. He has been
contracted for a two-year period by
the Board of Trustees to be the assist-

ant to his distinguished father, Dr.

Frederick W. Loetscher. In view of

the reorganization of the curriculum

in Church History and the widening
of its scope, the new Instructor will

have opportunity for both lecturing

and seminar work.

Teaching Felloivs

Two distinguished graduates of re-

cent years who are about to complete

their studies for the Doctor of Theol-

ogy degree have been elected teaching

fellows of the Seminary. These are

Mr. Donald M. Davies, class of 1940,

and Mr. Elwyn E. Tilden, Jr., class of

1939. Mr. Davies, who is a graduate

of Wheaton College, will teach one of

the elementary courses in Hebrew.
Mr. Tilden, who is a graduate of Har-
vard University, will render assist-

ance in the field of New Testament.

Academic Honors for Faculty
Members

Mr. David Hugh Jones, of the

Westminster Choir College Faculty,

who has for several years been a

teacher of music in the Seminary and
the leader of the Seminary Choir, was
honored by Washington and Jefferson

College at its Commencement in June
with the degree of Doctor of Music.

Dr. Jones, besides being a distin-

guished musician, is the composer of

a large number of anthems.

At the Fiftieth Anniversary of the

founding of Stanford University,

which was celebrated from June 15

to 19, President Mackay preached the

Baccalaureate Sermon and was one of

a group of twenty-two who were
elected honorary fellows of the Uni-
versity.

The Students’ Lectureship
on Missions

The Students’ Lectures on Missions

were delivered by John R. Mott, D.D.,

LL.D., of the International Mission-

ary Council, on “Christian Missions

in Time of War” ;
Emory Ross, D.D.,

General Secretary of the Foreign Mis-

sions Conference of North America,

on “Africa: Prey and Promise”;

Henry Pitney Van Dusen, Ph.D., Pro-

fessor of Theology, Union Theological

Seminary, New York, on “A Theolog-

ian’s Appraisal of the Foreign Mis-

sionary Movement” ;
William Stanley

Rycroft, Litt.D., Executive Secre-

tary of the Committee on Cooperation

in Latin America, on “The Religious

Situation in the Other America”

;

Conrad Hoffman, Ph.D., Assistant

Secretary of the Board of National

Missions, in charge of Jewish Evan-

gelization, on “The Christian Church

and the Jewish People.”

Lectures by
Professor John Baillie

One of the outstanding events of

the academic year 1940-41 was the

series of three lectures delivered by
Professor John Baillie of the Univer-

sity of Edinburgh. Dr. Baillie, who is

one of the outstanding theologians in

the English-speaking world, came to

America on the invitation of the

Western Section of the Presbyterian

Alliance. After attending the meet-
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ings of the Alliance at Baltimore, Pro-

fessor Baillie spent about a week in

Princeton. During that time he de-

livered three lectures in the Seminary
on the subject “Christianity Faces the

Intellectuals of the Modern World.”
The topics of the individual lectures

were: “Belief and Unbelief :The Part-

ing of the Ways”; “The Soul’s En-
counter With God”; “The Gospel

Story and Modern Thought.” Rarely

have Seminary lectures been better

attended than were those of Dr. Bail-

lie, a testimony to their robust evan-

gelical quality and the impressive de-

livery of the lecturer.

On one evening during his stay in

Princeton Professor Baillie spoke in

the lounge of Fuld Hall, at the Insti-

tute for Advanced Study, to a group
of Princetonians interested in hearing

the views of the distinguished visitor

on the war in Europe.

Visiting Preachers and Lecturers

On invitation of the Faculty, the

following preached in Miller Chapel

during the year 1940-41

:

The Rev. Peter Marshall, D.D., pas-

tor of the New York Avenue Presby-

terian Church, Washington, D.C.

The Rev. William Lindsay Young,

D.D., President of Park College, Mod-

erator of the General Assembly.

The Rev. Benjamin J. Bush, D.D.,

pastor of the Westminster Presbyter-

ian Church, Detroit, Michigan.

Addresses were delivered before

the student body by:

Dr. Henry Norris Russell, Profes-

sor of Astronomy, Princeton Univer-

sity, on “Science and Religion.”

The Rev. Alexander Stacey, pastor

of the Congregational Church, Cen-

terbrook, Connecticut, on “Russia To-

day.”

Professor George Rowley, of the

Department of Art and Archaeology,

Princeton University. Illustrated lec-

ture on “Chinese Art.”

Dr. Donald Wheeler, Director of

Public Speaking, Princeton Theologi-

cal Seminary, Dickens’ “Christmas
Carol.”

Professor Abraham S. E. Yahuda
(two addresses), “The Joseph Story
and the Court of Pharoah” and “The
Sojourn of Israel in Egypt and the

Exodus.”
Professor Adolph Keller, D.D.,

LL.D., of Geneva, Switzerland, on

“What the War Has Done to the

Churches in Europe.”

Professor Kenneth S. Latourette,

Professor of Missions and Oriental

History, Yale University, on “The
Local Minister and the World Tur-
moil.”

Dr. Sherwood Eddy on “The Far
Eastern Conflict: Japan, China and
Soviet Russia.”

Day of Prayer

A special Day of Prayer was ob-

served on February the 11th with

addresses by the Rev. Harold E.

Nicely, pastor of the Brick Presbyter-

ian Church, Rochester, New York, on

“The Trial and the Triumph of Our
Faith” and “It Is a High Calling.”

The day culminated with a Commun-
ion Service conducted by Dr. Kui-

zenga and an address by the Rev.

Francis Shunk Downs, D.D., pastor

of the First Presbyterian Church of

Berkeley, California.

Princeton Seminary and the
153rd General Assembly

The most important thing that took

place at the St. Louis Assembly, so

far as Princeton Seminary is con-
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cerned, was the election of one of our

distinguished alumni and the new
president of the Alumni Association

to the Moderatorship of the General

Assembly. The Rev. Herbert Booth

Smith, D.D., is the pastor of the Im-

manuel Church, Los Angeles, Califor-

nia, one of the largest Presbyterian

churches in the world.

The unusual fact that the president

of the Alumni Association should be

also Moderator of the General Assem-
bly brought it about that the Moder-
ator himself presided at the annual

Assembly banquet of Princeton Semi-

nary alumni on the Monday evening

of the General Assembly. Another

happy feature of this gathering was
the presence of Dr. Henry Sloane

Coffin, President of Union Seminary,

New York, who had been Dr. Smith’s

opponent for moderatorial honors.

One of the amenities which enlivened

the evening was the remark that there

were actually ninety-nine guests

seated at the table when the President

of Union Seminary, as the “sheep that

was lost,” entered the room to com-
plete the fold. In the course of the

evening President Mackay recipro-

cated the visit of Dr. Coffin and spoke
briefly at the joint banquet of the

alumni of Union and Auburn Semi-
naries.

Payne Hall

Payne Hall, in its nineteenth year
of service, has provided a home dur-

ing the past year for the following

furloughed missionaries and their

families: P. W. Buchanan of Japan;
A. Campbell of Korea

; W. W. Cleland
of Egypt; A. E. Harper of India; R.

P. Johnson of Persia; R. T. McLaugh-
lin of Egypt; J. L. Moore of Syria;
R. N. Peirce of Africa

; H. A. Rhodes

of Korea
;
F. L. White of Syria

; J. C.

Wilson of Persia; H. K. Wright of

India.

Autumn Alumni Conference

The Twelfth Conference of Alumni
will be held on the Seminary campus
on Thursday, September 11. There

will be three sessions: 2:00 to 3:30

p.m. ;
4:00 to 5:00 p.m. ; 7:30 to

9:00 p.m. The Conference leader

will be the Rev. Oscar F. Blackwelder,

D.D., pastor of the Lutheran Church
of the Reformation, Washington, D.C.

This year the experiment is being

tried of holding the Conference on one

day. Also, it should be noted that the

date is earlier than usual; this has

been done in order to avoid conflicts

with Presbytery meetings.

Alumni may reserve rooms for

Wednesday night or Thursday night,

or for both.

The Next Seminary Year

The one hundred and thirtieth ses-

sion of the Seminary will open on
September 23 with matriculation of

new students in the parlor of Hodge
Hall and the drawing for the choice of

rooms by entering students at 3:00
o’clock in Stuart Hall.

The Greek test for entering stu-

dents will be held at 2 :00 p.m. on Sep-
tember 22.

As stated in the annual catalogue, a

student desiring to enter the Semi-

nary must apply for admission by
filing with the Dean of Students a
formal application, a copy of which
will be sent upon request. The applica-

tion should be filed as early as may be
convenient and not later than August
1, and should be accompanied by a
letter of commendation from one’s

pastor and a transcript of all aca-
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demic work completed. In order to be

admitted to matriculation and enroll-

ment as a Student in the Seminary,
the applicant for admission, whose
application has been approved,must
present to the Dean of Students a col-

lege diploma, or other evidence of the

degree received and the year when
given.

A student coming from another
Seminary must file with his Applica-

tion for Admission blank a letter of

dismissal from such Seminary, to-

gether with a full official statement of

the courses already completed.

The opening address of the Semi-
nary year will be given in Miller

Chapel on Wednesday, September 24,

at 11:00 o’clock, and lectures and re-

citations will begin the same day.

Notice

The attention of the Alumni is

called to the appointment of Dr. J.

Christy Wilson as Director of Field

Work. He will have charge of the

placement and supervision of students

in outside work while they are in the

Seminary. Churches wishing student

pastors, student assistants, Sunday
School teachers, etc. should communi-
cate with Dr. Wilson.

All supply preaching calls, the

placement of Seniors in permanent
charges and the relocating of Alumni
will still be handled by the Dean of

Students, Dr. Edward H. Roberts.

Two Moderators

It is pleasant to call attention to the

fact that not only is the new Moder-
ator of the Presbyterian Church,

U.S.A., an alumnus of Princeton Sem-
inary, but the Moderator of the Pres-

byterian Church, U.S., is also an
alumnus of this institution. The Rev.

Charles E. Diehl, D.D., who was

elected at the Assembly of the South-
ern Church meeting at Montreat on
May 22, graduated from this Semin-
ary in 1900. The Moderator of the

Southern Presbyterian Church for

the year 1939-40, Dr. Edward Mack,
was also a graduate of Princeton
Seminary, a member of the class of

1889.

The Rev. Herbert Booth Smith,

a member for 10 years of the Perma-
nent Judicial Commission of the Pres-

byterian Church in the United States

of America, has been nearly 25 years

pastor of Immanuel Presbyterian

Church of Los Angeles. He was born
in St. Louis County, Missouri, August

7, 1883. He is one of four successive

generations of Presbyterian minis-

ters. His father was the Rev. Dr.

Joseph Addison Smith, pastor for 12

years in Baltimore, and his grand-
father was the Rev. William Addison
Smith, a home missionary in Texas.

His son, Herbert Booth Smith, Jr., is

also a Presbyterian pastor and a sec-

ond son, James Comfort Smith, be-

gins his theological course this Fall,

(1941).

His education was obtained first in

the public schools of Baltimore, next

at Smith Academy, St. Louis, where
he won both Latin and Greek medals,

then in Washington University, St.

Louis, where he took the four-year

course in three years, graduating in

1905.

He began public speaking as a boy

of 12 and preached frequently during

his college course and almost every

Sunday during his three years at

Princeton Theological Seminary,

1906-09. His first pastorate was the

North Presbyterian Church of Ro-

chester, New York. He began work
in 1912 as pastor of the Second Pres-
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byterian Church of Knoxville, Ten-

nessee; and in 1916 of Immanuel
Church, Los Angeles, now the second

largest Presbyterian Church in the

United States.

During his 25 years at Immanuel,
the membership has increased from
2,600 to 4,300, the downtown property

has been sold for $700,000 and a new
$1,250,000 cathedral church erected.

Immanuel is one of the largest con-

tributors to benevolences in the Pres-

byterian Church. Its stalf has been
increased until it has three assistant

ministers, three young people’s work-
ers, four secretaries, a church hostess,

two organists and four choirs, total-

ing 160 members.
Dr. Smith is the author of three

books, “The New Earth,” “Science
and Prayer,” and “Beyond the Sun-
set.” In 1913 he married Jean Com-
fort Ragsdale of Knoxville, Tennessee,

who died in 1938. They have four
sons. In 1940 he was married to Dr.
Katherine Margaret Close.

Dr. Smith has attended many Gen-
eral Assemblies and has successfully

nominated three Moderators. He him-
self was defeated for the moderator-
ship in 1934, and was not again a

commissioner till 1941, in which year
his Presbytery of Los Angeles sug-

gested his name to the church at large

as its candidate for Moderator of the

General Assembly.

The Rev. Charles Edward Diehl

(From Who’s Who in America)

Clergyman, educator; b. Charles
Town, W. Va., May 18, 1875; s. Al-

bert and Christiana (Nolte) Diehl;

A.B., Johns Hopkins University,

1896; M.A., Princeton University,

1900; grad. Princeton Theological

Seminary, 1900; D.D., Southwestern

Presbyterian University, 1910;LL.D.,

Davidson (N.C.) College, 1926; m.

Katherine Ireys, of Greenville, Mis-

sissippi, March 24, 1909; 1 son,

Charles Ireys. Ordained Presbyterian

ministry, 1900; pastor Crescent

Springs and Independence, Ky., 1900-

OS
;
Greenville, Miss., 1905-07 ; First

Presbyterian Church, Clarksville,

Tenn., 1907-17 ; President of South-

western since July, 1917 ;
member

board of directors Southwestern,

Louisville Theological Seminary, As-

sociation of American Colleges; Trus-

tee of the General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Church in the U.S. and

Presbyterian Foundation, Inc.; Vice-

President of the Association of Amer-
ican Colleges, 1941

;
Secretary-Treas-

urer Southern University Confer-

ence ; Secretary Pan-Presbyterian

College Union; member Executive

Committee National Conference of

Church-Related Colleges and Coun-
cil of Church Boards of Education;

Moderator of the Synod of Tennes-

see, 1936; Moderator of the General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church
in the U.S., May 1941-May 1942;

member of Memphis Family Welfare

Agency
;

member Omicron Delta

Kappa; Democrat, Mason (32°,

Shriner) ;
Clubs: Rotary, University,

The Egyptians, The Executives Club,

The Newcomer Society, N.Y. South-

ern Society, City (New York), the

University Club of N. Y., Writer of

Monographs and Reviews. Home

:

Southwestern Campus, Memphis,

Tenn.
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ALUMNI NOTES
[ 1880 ]

The Rev. Andrew C. Zenos, D.D., LL.D.,
was recently honored upon the completion
of sixty years as an ordained minister, and
of fifty years’ service to the Presbyterian
Seminary of Chicago.

[ 1888 ]

The Rev. John S. Howjf, D.D., of Largo,
Ind., has been honorably retired after more
than fifty years in the ministry.

[ 1890 ]

The Rev. S. P. Barackman has become
pastor emeritus of the United Presbyterian
Church at West New York, N. J.

The Rev. John H. Thompson observed his

fiftieth year as pastor of the Good Will
Church, Montgomery, N. Y., on May 11.

[ 1895 ]

The Rev. William Main Schall, D.D., will

celebrate his 25th anniversary as Presbyter-
ian Chaplain at the Philadelphia General
Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa., on October 1.

[ 1898 ]

The Rev. Daniel Russell, D.D., recently
completed twenty-five years as pastor of the
Rutgers Church, New York City.

[ 1899 ]

The Rev. Albert Dale Gantz celebrated the
thirtieth anniversary of his pastorate at the
Williamsbridge Church, New York City, at

a special service on March 23.

The Rev. Marshall Harrington, D.D., has
asked to be released from the Baptist-Re-
formed Church at Holmdel, N.J., and will

make his home in Princeton, N.J.

[ 1900 ]

The Rev. Alfred Erickson, of Campbells-
ville, Ky., received the degree of Doctor of
Divinity from Centre College, Danville,

Ky., on June 2.

[ 1904 ]

The Rev. Charles Curtis Mclntire, D.D.,
is now National Prison Chaplain, Washing-
ton, D.C.

[ 1906 ]

The Rev. Rockwell S. Brank, D.D., Pastor
Emeritus of the Presbyterian Church of

Summit, N.J., is serving as stated supply of
the First Church, Newark, N.J.
The Rev. Robert Hugh Morris, D.D., re-

cently celebrated the twentieth anniversary
of his pastorate in the Presbyterian Church
of Haddonfield, N.J.

[ 1907 ]

The Rev. Stacy L. Roberts, D.D., is now
acting pastor of Beaver College, Jenkin-
town, Pa.

[ 1908 ]

The Rev. David L. McBride has accepted
a call to the First United Presbyterian
Church of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

[ 1909 ]

The Rev. Jesse Halsey, D.D., has been
elected to the Chair of Pastoral Theology
in the Presbyterian Theological Seminary,
Chicago.

[ 1910 ]

The Rev. James Leishman, D.D., has been
made Associate Minister of the Pasadena
Church, Calif.

The Rev. Ralph A. Waggoner became
Executive Secretary of the Synod of Mis-
souri on April 1.

[ 1913 ]

The Rev. Luther M. Bicknell has accepted
a call to the Olivet Church, Wilmington,
Del.

The Rev. Jesse Herrmann, Ph.D., recently
celebrated with his congregation the 125th
anniversary of the founding of the Second
Presbyterian Church, Lexington, Ky.
The Rev. Frederick C. Maier is now serv-

ing the First Presbyterian Church of Blairs-
town, N.J.

[ 1914 ]

The Rev. Allan H. Brown has become
Senior Chaplain at Camp Blanding, Fla.

[ 1915 ]

The Rev. Thomas B. Ruff has been in-

stalled pastor of Conley Memorial Church
and Landis Chapel, Concord Presbytery,
Presbyterian Church, U.S.

The Rev. Hansen Bergen has been granted
a leave of absence from the First Presby-
terian Church, Eau Claire, Wis., to serve as
chaplain in the United States Army.

[ 1917 ]

The Rev. George A. Avery, pastor of
Hope Church, Philadelphia, Pa., recently
celebrated with his congregation the fiftieth

anniversar y of the organization of the
church, and the twenty-fourth year of the
present pastorate.

The Rev. George J. Kilgus is now serving
Leroy Church, Evans Mills, and Congrega-
tional Church, Philadelphia, N.Y.
The Rev. Earnest E. Eells is now chaplain

of the 26th Infantry, Fort Devens, Mass.

[ 1918 ]

The Rev. Roy Lee Davis has become as-
sistant pastor in charge of evangelism at
Immanuel Church, Los Angeles, Calif.
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[ 1919 ]

The Rev. John L. Gehman is now stated
supply at the First Presbyterian Church,
Parsons, Kans.
The Rev. Edward S. Hendrickson has be-

come pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church, Lorain, Ohio.

[ 1920 ]

The Rev. James L. Chestnut, D.D., began
to serve Bellevue Church, Pa., on February
16.

[ 1921 ]

The Rev. C. H. Hook is now Chaplain at
the Air Corps Basic Flying School, San
Angelo, Tex.
The Rev. Paul R. Kirts has been ap-

pointed a Sabbath School missionary under
the Board of National Missions, and will

reside in Miles City, Mont.

[ 1922 ]

The Rev. Walter A. Groves is now teach-
ing in Centre College, Danville, Ky.

[ 1923 ]

The Rev. Harold E. Davis began serving
the First Presbyterian Church, Washington,
N.J., on January 1.

The Rev. Charles E. Graff, pastor of the
Second Presbyterian Church of Chester, Pa.,

recently celebrated with his congregation
the seventy-fifth anniversary of that church.
The Rev. Lucas T. Krebs has accepted a

call to the First Presbyterian Church of
Sparta, 111.

The Rev. Elvin H. Shoffstall is serving as
Army Chaplain at Fort Eustis, Va.
The Rev. Irvin S. Yeaworth is now pastor

of Bethany Temple Church, Philadelphia,
Va

[ 1925 ]

The Rev. J. Harry Cotton, D.D., was
inaugurated as President of the Presbyter-
ian Theological Seminary, Chicago, on April
22 .

The Rev. Walter A. Dodds began his pas-
torate at First Church, Ithaca, N.Y., on
May 1.

The Rev. George F. Kerchner, Jr., is now
pastor of Sarah Hearn Memorial Church,
Erie, Pa.

[ 1926 ]

The Rev. Lawrence B. Gilmore has be-
come pastor of Grace Church, White Horse,
Trenton, N.J.
The Rev. William A. McCall has accepted

a call to the Chair of Bible and Religion in

Hastings College, Hastings, Nebr., and will

begin his work in September.
The Rev. John A. Orange is now serving

Philip Church, S. Dak.
The Rev. Andrew G. Solla, pastor of the

Church of Our Saviour, Bristol, Pa., has
become a chaplain in the Navy.
The Rev. Ernest vanden Bosch is now

serving Wissinoming Church, Philadelphia,
Pa.

[ 1927 ]

The Rev. Valentine S. Alison has accepted
a call to the larger parish at Chateaugay,
N.Y.
The Rev. J. Harold Gwynne, pastor of

the Presbyterian Church in Martins Ferry,
Ohio, has recently celebrated with his con-
gregation the centennial of that church.
The Rev. M. H. Hostetter, pastor of the

Deep Run Presbyterian Church, Doylestown,
Pa., recently celebrated with his congrega-
tion the 215th anniversary of that church.

t 1928 ]

The Rev. Charles Granville Hamilton is

serving as army chaplain with Mississippi
troops at Camp Blanding, Fla.
The Rev. Daniel E. Kerr has accepted a

call to the First Presbyterian Church of
Lincoln, 111.

The Rev. William F. Kuykendall is serv-
ing Armijo Community Church, East Albu-
querque, N. Mex.
The Rev. Eric E. Paulson is now serving

as an army chaplain at Fort Leavenworth.

[ 1929 ]

The Rev. Philip H. Austin began serving
West Hope Church, Philadelphia, Pa., on
January 22.

The Rev. Kenneth S. Gapp, Ph.D., Librar-
ian of the Seminary, and Miss Anne C. P.
Bowman were married in the Alexander
Chapel of the First Presbyterian Church,
New York City, on June 16.
The Rev. W. Wayne Gray is now Chap-

lain of the 118th Infantry, 30th Division,
at Fort Jackson, S.C.
The Rev. George S. Maxwell has been

installed pastor of the Mt. Lebanon Church,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Rev. Frederic G. St. Denis is now

pastor of the Mount Pleasant Church, Van-
couver, B.C.

[ 1930 ]

The Rev. Joseph C. Dickson is now serv-
ing the Upper Montclair Church, N.J.
The Rev. W. Glen Harris, pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church of Birmingham,
Mich., received the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy from the Graduate School of
Arts and Sciences, University of Pennsyl-
vania, on June 11.

The Rev. John K. Highberger began
serving the Prompton and Vv'aymart
Churches, Pa., on November 1.

The Rev. Clair A. Morrow has accepted
a call to the Calvary Presbyterian Church,
Long Beach, Calif.

The Rev. W. Sherman Skinner, co-pastor
of the First Church of Germantown, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., received the degree of Doctor
of Divinity from Temple University on
June 12.

The Rev. Merlin F. Usner is now serving
Bethel Church, New Orleans, La.
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[ 1931 ]

The Rev. W. W. Darsie has resigned the
pastorate of the San Pedro Presbyterian
Church, Calif., to undertake further study.
The Rev. G. Scott Porter is now serving

the Westlawn Presbyterian Church, Sioux
City, Iowa.
The Rev. William F. Rogan has become

pastor of Westminster Presbyterian Church,
Nacogdoches, Tex.
The Rev. W. Clarence Thompson was in-

stalled pastor of the Montours Presbyterian
Church, Pa., on December 12.

The Rev. W. Wyeth Willard has accepted
a call to the Federated Church at Kingston,
Mass.

[ 1932 ]

The Rev. Eugene H. McCahan began
serving Hannibal Church and Sterling
Community Church, Sterling Station, N.J.,

on December 1.

The Rev. Gerald Ramaker is now serving
as a chaplain in the United States Army.
The Rev. Frank L. Tiffany is a chaplain

in the United States Army, stationed at

Fort Lewis, Wash.

[ 1933 ]

The Rev. Harold Dewey Hayward re-

ceived the degree af Doctor of Theology
from the Biblical Seminary in New York on
May 26.

The Rev. Ernest N. Feind, pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church, Kensington,
Philadelphia, Pa., celebrated with his con-
gregation the 125th anniversary of the Sun-
day School from March 18 to 25.

The Rev. Robert W. Jones began as stated
supply of the First Presbyterian Church,
Harriman, Tex., on June 1.

[ 1934 ]

The Rev. George A. Maclnnes is now pas-
tor of the Third Avenue Presbyterian
Church, Corsicanna, Tex.
The Rev. Charles W. Bates is now pastor

of the Weirsdale and Candler Churches, Fla.

The Rev. Frederick E. Christian is serv-
ing Covenant Central Church, Williamsport,
Pa.

The Rev. W. Donald Harris was installed

pastor of the church at Jacksonville, Tex.,
on January 27.

The Rev. David L. Ostergren is now pas-
tor of the First Lutheran Church, East
Orange, N.J.

[ 1935 ]

The Rev. C. Herman Bailey has become
pastor of the Sterry Memorial Church at

Roswell, Idaho.
The Rev. M. G. Bell is serving the church

at Schaller, Iowa.
The Rev. Charles Donald Close began

serving the First Presbyterian Church of
Hiawatha, Kan., on February 1.

The Rev. William V. Longbrake became
pastor of Derry Church, Hershey, Pa., on
February 16.

The Rev. Raymond J. Salchli has accepted
a call to the Third Presbyterian Church of
Tarentum, Pa.
The Rev. Russell A. Wingert is now serv-

ing the First Presbyterian Church of Mem-
phis, Tex.

[ 1936 ]

The Rev. David L. Coddington is now a
chaplain in the United States Army at
Fort Bragg, N.C.
The Rev. Frank F. Jones, Jr., is serving

the Northminster Church, Albuquerque,
N. Mex.
The Rev. Jay W. Kaufman is chaplain of

Infantry, Eighth Division, Fort Jackson,
Fla.

The Rev. Frank P. Williams began serv-
ing as a chaplain in the United States Navy
on March 1.

[ 1937 ]

The Rev. Robert J. Beyer has become
pastor of the Chillisquaque Church, Potts-
grove, and Mooresburg Churches, Pa.
The Rev. Harold S. Faust has accepted a

call to the Union Tabernacle Church, Phila-
delphia, Pa.
The Rev. A. Gordon Karnell is now as-

sistant pastor at the Presbyterian Church,
Westfield, N.J.
The Rev. Spencer B. Smith has accepted a

call to the Presbyterian Church at Camp
Hill, Pa.

[ 1938 ]

The Rev. Earl L. Fritz began to serve
West Mantoloking Church, Adamston, N.J.,
on April 1.

[ 1939 ]

The Rev. Alexander Christie will begin
his work this summer in the Philippine
Islands nuder the Presbyterian Board of
Foreign Missions.
The Rev. Paul H. Merkle is now serving

the churches at Higgins, Prices Creek, and
Vixen, N.C.
The Rev. Stanly S. Newcomb has been

elected Professor of Speech and Drama at
Whitworth College, Spokane, Wash.

[ 1940 ]

The Rev. Frank L. P. Donaldson is now
pastor of the Glenmore Avenue Church,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Rev. James L. Ewalt was installed

pastor of the Presbyterian Church at Lin-

den, N.J., on May 2.

The Rev. Ellis Lee Graves has been ap-
pointed by the Board of Foreign Missions
to service in Brazil.

The Rev. Clyde Henry is now assistant

pastor in the First Church of Pittsburgh,
Pa.
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The Rev. William E. Everheart began to
serve Bruen Mettairie Church and Jefferson
Community Church, New Orleans, La., on
May 1.

The Rev. Robert R. Ferguson became
pastor of Mt. Pisgah Church, Roslyn; Cle
Elum and South Cle Elum Churches, Wash.,
on April 1.

The Rev. Howard Wesley Oursler began
serving the Penningtonville Church, Atglen,
Pa., on April 15.

The Rev. Richard C. Smith became assist-

ant director of the Morgantown Service

Project, Morgantown, W. Va., on May 15.

BOOK REVIEWS
A PREFACE TO CHRISTIAN THEOL-
OGY, by John A. Mackay, New York.
The Macmillan Company, 1941, pp. 187.

Dr. Francis Landey Patton once told his
class that if a man had something to say
and knew how to say it, it was worth going
across the ocean to hear him. President
Patton would have relished this book by his
successor. Every page is packed with solid
substance. The clear and cogent style is

vibrant with the tempo and earnestness of
pilgrims’ feet. The Preface to Christian
Theology is not a polemical disquisition.
On the contrary, it is a graphic, personal
disclosure by a wayfarer with a deep con-
cern for his “own life, the life of mankind,
and the life of the cosmos.” This lyrical
note, with no undue intrusion of the per-
sonal, brings a forthright freshness to the
profound elements in theology that have
universal validity.

The chapter headings whet both clerical
and lay appetites: The Modem Road to Em-
maus; The Balcony and the Road; Quest
and Encounter; The Divine Drama; Truth
is in Order to Goodness; I and My Brother;
The Church and the, Secular Order.

The Balcony and the Road is a unit in its

structure and a gem in its own right. It

should be printed separately for wider dis-

tribution. “The balcony is the symbol of
the perfect spectator, for whom life and the
universe are permanent objects of study and
contemplation. By the Road I mean the
place where life is tensely lived, where
thought has its birth in conflict and con-
cern, where choices are made and decisions
are carried out.” In the opinion of the au-
thor the Balcony view has been too domi-
nant in theological thinking. Primarily
theology must issue from life as a going
concern. “As they went they were cleansed.”
In this chapter the author also pays a
worthy tribute to Soren Kierkegaard, whose
spirit pervades every one of the 183 pages
in the book.
As befits a Preface, the volume is brief,

but nothing essential to Christian life

and doctrine is evaded. All the cherished
truths of the Gospel are firmly girded, but,
what is more to the point, they are made
available for every genuine pilgrim who

“hungers and thirsts after righteousness.”
Jesse Herrmann.

Lexington, Ky.

PREACHING FROM THE BIBLE. By
Andrew Watterson Blackwood. Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press. $2.00.

By following the practical suggestions of
this book, no preacher need ever again fear
that the wellspring of his inspiration will go
dry or even that he will become monotonous
in the selection of his sermon subjects. For
in this book Dr. Blackwood opens up for us
a gateway out of the deep ruts and narrow
lanes of our thinking into the limitless fields

and the infinite riches of God’s Word. With
insight and skill we are given a practical
technique of how to use the Bible as our
greatest source of inspiration. We are
shown how it may be used for our own
spiritual welfare and for the upbuilding of
the churches committed to our care.

In the opening chapter, Dr. Blackwood
points out, with numerous examples, that
from the days of the apostles down to these
days of Martin Niemoller, the outstanding
preachers of the world have made the Bible
the basis of their preaching.

Biblical sermons need not follow any one
pattern. There are many varieties. There
may be biographical sermons or perhaps a
series of such sermons, in which the
preacher deals with a variety of types.
These sermons may be made intensely prac-
tical inasmuch as the human traits of the
Old Testament and New Testament heroes
are perpetually with us. Who in modern
life has not seen Jacob, who cheated his
brother out of his inheritance ? And who
has not wondered how God could choose
such an one as His personal representative ?

Who does not today thrill at the leadership
of men like “Joseph, the Practical Ideal-
ist”? Dr. Blackwood gives us a model out-
line for such a biographical sermon. This
one about Apollos was preached to a church
which was lookilng for a new minister.
The subject was: “A Minister Marked for
Distinction.” 1. He is eloquent but accurate.
2. He is cultured but ardent. 3. He is dog-
matic but docile. 4. He is evangelistic but
educational.
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The chapter on “The Preaching Para-
graph” emphasizes the value of this variety
of expository preaching. Dr. Blackwood
tells us the importance of having a sturdy
structure in the outline: “The structure
should stand out. As in a working horse,
there should be a bony framework. How-
ever, the passerby should see the horse on
the bones, not the bones in the horse.”
The suggestions for a course of paragraph

sermons are excellent: “Master the book as
a whole, and then prepare a course of ser-

mons from the selected paragraphs.” The
by-products of this type of preaching

—

paragraph preaching or sermons dealing
with a whole chapter or sermons dealing
with an entire book—will provide an in-

exhaustible store of preaching materials.
The suggestions for using Bible Readings
in the mid-week service should bring new
life to any church.
The last three chapters of the book: “The

Sermon’s Growth,” “The Interpreter’s Im-
agination,” and “The Practical Advantages”
give us homiletical suggestions which are
invaluable for the preparation of any ser-
mon but are of especial value for the prep-
aration of Biblical sermons.
The appendix on “The Preacher’s Li-

brary” is in itself worth the whole price
of the book. Here is a practical guide for
ministers young and old in the building up
of a library which will better equip them to
proclaim the unsearchable riches of Christ.

Frank S. Niles
Princeton.

LET THE CHURCH BE THE CHURCH.
By Elmer George Homrighausen. The
Abingdon Press. $2.00. 199 pp.

This is a timely series of addresses and
sermon-essays upon an important subject.

There is great searching of soul upon the
part of clergy and laity alike with regard to

the Church. There are thousands upon
thousands of churches and millions of pro-
fessing Christians and yet there is some-
thing lacking in the Church in these critical

days. The author faces this problem with
becoming humility and yet with an honesty
and straightforwardness which arrests at-

tention. Without being pessimistically criti-

cal of the Church he deals with her failures
and weaknesses with painstaking care. Be-
ginning with an analytical chapter on the
phrase coined at Oxford in 1937, he passes
to a chapter on “Christianity’s Manifesto.”
Here he deals with the widely discussed
question of repentance. This is one of the
outstanding sermons of the book and de-

serves careful study. It will be found to be
most helpful in a popular presentation of

this vital theme. “The God Men Worship”
faces “the foundation fact of life.” It suc-

ceeds in creating a searching analysis of

one’s own devotional life while directing the
soul to Him who alone is God. The fourth
chapter, “Should we look for another
Christ?” may not appeal to some but it is

both Biblical and typical of the questions
that men are asking today. It deals with
the doubts that men have and ends with the
conviction that “He is THE ONE!”
Then comes a chapter on “The Heart of

the Christian Faith.” “The Eternal Cross is

declared to be central in the Christian
teaching and real in the needs of men.” It

does not minimize or black-out sin. It in-

sists upon its reality and that it is never
dealt with adequately until one kneels at

the foot of the cross. After a chapter on
“My Church,” in which the author gives a

fine interpretation of Jesus’ conception of

the Church, we come to a frank and fair

presentation of man. Recognizing that the

remaking of human nature is the problem
of the hour, the author defends the Chris-

tian insistence upon rebirth and regenera-
tion. And then comes a positive declaration

of faith that “Jesus is our Religion.” He
insists that Christ is the sole reason for and
power of Christianity. There can be no re-

covery of preaching power or church pres-

tige until preacher and people are “more
certain of Christ than of their own moods
and knowledge.” The book ends with the

confident conviction that Christ is ready to

save us but “He is blocked by a wave of

unbelief and conceit and selfish dickering

about human rights and opinions.” Until

that unbelief is turned into faith we cannot

hope to be happy ourselves or useful as

followers of Christ.

Here is a worthwhile book for preacher

and people. It is scholarly and yet simple,

timely and practical, searching and convinc-

ing. It is written out of a deep personal

concern for the Church and a personal con-

viction of real power.
Benjamin F. Farber

New York City.

PILGRIM’S WAY. An Essay in Recollec-

tion. By Lord Tweedsmuir (John Bu-
chan). Cambridge, Mass., Houghton
Mifflin Company. $3.00.

Several months ago I was preaching at

Summit, N.J., and stayed at the palatial inn

in that town. The maid who served me at

table revealed herself a country woman by

her first sentence; she told me that she was
reading John Buchan’s (Lord Tweedsmuir’s)
Pilgrim’s Way. Ah, the old breed, the same
old blood still cultivating literature on a

little oatmeal! I wonder if there are many
like her in America who have the taste and

good sense to read such high literature. I

hope so indeed. It is just to help increase

the number of such that these few lines are

written.
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Begin with the chapter “First and Last
Things” (p. 247 ff). There you have a
glimpse of the Scottish manse from which
this great proconsul sprang. In a few pages
you have a clean, clear picture of his father
—in doctrine a Calvinist of the old school,
“mellowed by common sense and kindliness
conjoined with a perpetual delight in the
innocent pleasures of life . . . suspecting a
glib modernism and the worship of fashion.”
We also have known the type at its best,
with a passion for precision in belief and an
overflowing heart of pity and love, and
neither here nor hereafter would we desire
better friends and dearer companions. Read
the few pages and you will fall in love with
the dear old man and say with the son, “He
was the best man I have ever known,” and,
as this book reveals, he (the son) knew
many from King George V downwards.

In fact this book is a picture gallery of
many of the great British and other notables
of recent times. His pictures of these—one
by one, short and simple—satisfy more than
a three-volume biography. “Lord Haig had
no small talk. He spoke with the broad
accent of the Borders. Speaking to a com-
mon soldier, he says: ‘Well, my man, where
did you start the war?’ Private, pale to the
teeth: ‘I swear to God, sir, I never started
no war.’ ” Then the inimitable pen picture
of his mother—married at seventeen, the
mother of a large family, passionately de-
voted to her family and her kirk, “own
daughter to Martha.” “My father had about
as much diplomacy as a rhinoceros.” But
then his mother, by her tact and her practi-
cal adaptation of means to ends in the
household and congregation, by her definite
religious instruction of her children in Scrip-
ture, in Bunyan, and in other religious clas-
sics, saved the situation. She lived to be
over eighty. No wonder her great son rises
up here in reverence to call her “blessed.”

I am given space but for a few hundred
words, and what more can I say? Read the
chapter I referred to above, and you’ll read
all the book. And then you’ll buy Buchan’s
romances—if you have not done so already—and refresh your soul. And if you are a
fisherman and a preacher, you may apply
to your main business—to the art of man-
fishing—the fine words of John Bunyan
which Buchan quotes (p. 309):

“Yet fish there be that neither Hook, nor
Line,

Nor Snare, nor Net, nor Engine can make
thine;

They must be grop’t for, and be tickled, too,
Or they will not be catch’t, whate’er you do.”

Donald Mackenzie

THE BIBLE AND ARCHAEOLOGY. By
Sir Frederic Kenyon, New York and Lon-
don, Harper and Bros., 194.0. Pp. 310; 31

plates, a map of the Near-East excavation
sites.

Sir Frederic Kenyon, who is best known
to Bible students as an authority on Manu-
scripts, admits that he is not primarily an
archaeologist and that for the most part he
has been dependent upon the work of others
for the archaeological material. The period
covered in this book is about a century

—

from the excavations of Layard at Nineveh
to the point at which the present war in-

terrupted archaeological activities.

In presenting in the first chapter a re-

sume of the documentary hypothesis of the

Pentateuch, Kenyon says that this theory
is now generally received as the result of
literary and critical analysis. Yet he is

cautious and adds that it must not be sup-
posed that it is universally accepted even in

outline, and he recognizes the fact that with
regard to details there is very great diver-

sity of opinion. He considers the important
thing not the date of the composition of the
books, but the material used. On account of

the antiquity of writing, he concludes

(p. 267): “The position is, however, totally

different when once it is established that
these books, whatever the date of their

composition in their present form, may rest

upon written records contemporary or
nearly contemporary with the events they
describe.” In referring to the prophetical
books, he observes that scholars sometimes
run riot in their dissection of these books
and states (p. 24): “Fortunately these ef-

forts of criticism largely cancel out, since

no two scholars agree in the details of their

dissections.” He holds, however, a sane
view of criticism, since he believes that a
critical examination of the Bible is com-
patible with the deepest reverence for it.

In Chapters II and III Kenyon takes up
the archaeology of Assyria and Egypt and
gives a brief history of the decipherment
of the cuneiform script and the Egyptian
hieroglyphs. Some correlations between the

Old Testament and the records of these
lands are made. He considers (pp. 70, 74)
two well-known dates for the Exodus: that
in the reign of Merneptah and the earlier

possibility at c. 1420 B. C., but on p. 189 he
more appropriately dates it c. 1440 B. C.

Dr. Nelson Glueck ( The Other Side of the
Jordan, New Haven, 1940, p. 146), how-
ever, for archaeological reasons maintains
that the journey through the wilderness
could not have taken place through Trans-
jordan before the thirteenth century B. C.,

and Albright (From the Stone Age to

Christianity, Baltimore, 1940), who accepts
this archaeological interpretation, dates the
Exodus c. 1290 B. C. For further discussion
on the Exodus, see G. Ernest Wright in the
Biblical Archaeologist, September, 1940.

In Chapter IV, the Hittites and their
relations to the Old Testament are dis-
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cussed. In referring to the fall of the First
Dynasty of Babylon at the hands of the
Hittites, Kenyon still accepts the old date
c. 2000 B. C., but in the light of the recently
discovered Mari tablets, Sidney Smith
(Alalukh and Chronology, London, 1940, p.

29) reduces this date to 1595 B. C., with
which Albright (op. tit., p. 113) substan-
tially (c. 1600 B. C.) agrees. We cannot,
however, follow Kenyon in holding that that

event has any connection with the immigra-
tion of the Hittites into Asia Minor. It

seems that the people who later became the
Hittites and the Indo-Europeans split from
each other in pre-Indo-European times, and
the author’s suggestion that the Hittites
came from Iran cannot be seriously consid-
ered.

Crete and Philistia are treated next in

order, and in the following chapter (VI)
we have a discussion of Sumer and Baby-
lonia. In taking 3500 B. C. as the beginning
of the First Dynasty of Ur, Kenyon appar-
ently is too high, and he does not accept the

latest opinion (c. 3000 B. C.) of Smith
whom he quotes in the footnote on p. 108

( cf

.

also Meek,77ie Haverford Symposium,
on Archaeology and the Bible, New Haven,
1938. p. 159). In the same footnote, he cites

Smith’s date of 1940 B. C. for Hammurabi,
but adds that in the year 1939 he lowered
it to 1860-1850 B. C. or later. On p. 109,
however, he prefers to date that famous
king c. 2000 B .C. More recently Smith
(op. tit.) puts it at 1792-1750 B. C., with
which Albright (op. tit.) is in agreement.
Ur-Nina, king of Lagash, now called Ur-
Nanshe or Zur-Nanshe, probably has to be
reduced from c. 3100 B. C. to c. 2600 B. C.

Gudea of Lagash, who formerly was dated

at c. 2600 must be lowered considerably,

probably to the late twenty-second century

B. C. While Kenyon refers to the uncer-

tainty of these dates (footnote, p. 108), it

must be admitted that in this respect the
work is not up-to-date. Brief references are

made to the epics of creation and the deluge,

and a few comparisons are made between
the Code of Hammurabi and verses from
Exodus and Deuteronomy. The student,

however, should have more material to

study the relations between the Babylonian
literature and the Old Testament. In de-

scribing various excavations, the author
gives considerable attention to the work
done at Ur.

Chapter VII is devoted to Syria and the

adjoining countries. In this section Ras
Shamra is of great importance to the Bibli-

cal student. To the bibliography given on p.

163 should be added Ugaritic Grammar by
Dr. Cyrus H. Gordon, Rome, 1940. It is

clear from Chapter VIII that the archaeol-

ogy of Palestine and Sinai, while of special

geographical and historical interest and

significance for Biblical studies, lacks the
spectacular appeal of the remains found in
Egypt and Mesopotamia. In connection with
the proto-Sinaitic inscriptions, reference
should have been made (footnote, p. 202)
to the article by Father Butin on the De-
cipherment and Significance of the Inscrip-
tions in the same number of the journal
cited.

Chapters IX and X are devoted to Papyri
and Other Manuscripts, and of course here
Kenyon is in his element and speaks with
authority. On p. 223 the initials of Profes-
sor Johnson should be corrected from H. C.
to A. C. Chapter XII (Archaeological Dis-
covery and the New Testament) logically
also belongs to this group. The student who
is interested in texts and manuscripts, how-
ever, should go beyond these chapters and
consult Kenyon’s two other books: The
Text of the Greek Bible, 1939, and Our
Bible and the Ancient Manuscripts, 1939.

Kenyon sees the importance of setting
the Hebrews into the great Oriental back-
ground of the civilization and culture of
Egypt and the Fertile Crescent. The elev-

enth chapter (Archaeological Discovery and
the Old Testament) is interesting and can
be used advantageously by the minister. In
connection with criticism, Kenyon aptly
quotes (p. 269) from Professor Montgom-
ery: “We are learning that much of what
was formerly regarded as late and purely
idealistic legislation in the Mosaic Law is

of great antiquity.” On p. 271, the author
in referring to/ the sun’s standing still over
Gibeah inadvertently writes Pentateuch in-

stead of Hexateuch. In that chapter it

would have been well to make more of

monotheism and take it back to Moses (cf.

Albright, op. tit., p. 207).

The piates in the book are admirable and
enhance the value of the volume. This work
serves a useful purpose, especially in giving
the dates of various archaeological expedi-
tions, but on account of its brevity it is

only a point of departure for one who is

interested in the results of Biblical archae-
ology. The book came out just a few months
before the works of 1940 to which reference
has been made, and in consequence it suffers

in many respects.
Henry S. Gehman

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT. By
Martin Dibelius. With a foreword by
Prof. Carl H. Kraeling. New York,
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1940. 148 pp.
$1.50.

This recent book by the famous Heidel-

berg professor does not give a detailed

exegesis of every verse of Matthew 5-7,

but confines itself to a discussion of the

principal problems connected with the Ser-

mon on the Mcunt. It deals in simple lan-
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guage, but with comprehensive and expert
knowledge, with such questions as the
relationship between the sayings of Jesus
and the oral tradition in the early
Church, the uniqueness of the teaching
method of Jesus, the difference between
the Jewish conception of the Law and the
new Law7 of the Kingdom, as indicated in

the Sermon on the Mount, the Christological
background of the teaching of Jesus, and
finally the Sermon on the Mount and the
World of Today.

Methodically most important is the au-
thor’s endeavor to place the Sermon on the
Mount over against the two-fold background
of the life work of Jesus, and of the life of
the Early Church. This is a real progress
for, as the history of exegesis shows, much
violence has been done to the Sermon on
the Mount by isolating its sayings from
their historical context.

This book is one of the best introductions
to the complex problem of the Sermon on
the Mount and its manifold ramifications,
and it is full of valuable and most interest-
ing historical and linguistic information.
But the solution of the problem offered by
Prof. Dibelius is less satisfactory. While
he is now inclined to regard as authentic
most of the material contained in these
three chapters of Matthew he nevertheless
thinks that the Early Church laboured under
a complete misunderstanding of Jesus’
teaching. According to Dr. Dibelius, Jesus
meant these sayings to be eschatological
signs of the coming Kingdom, impracticable
in this world, never lived even by the Mas-
ter himself, and yet transforming the lives

of men who listened to them, while the
Church interpreted them as practical rules
of daily life, thus completely altering their

character.
Over against such a view the question

must be asked, Are modern exegetes very
likely to have a better and deeper insight
into Jesus’ teaching than the apostolic gen-
erations which collected his sayings? But
not content with discarding the evangelist’s

interpretation Dr. Dibelius tells us that we
cannot share Jesus’ own expectation of the
imminence of the End, and that we have to

re-interpret his eschatology. He pretends
that Jesus wants us not to rely on his

words, but rather to live on our own re-

sponsibility before God. This would imply
that w7e have to collaborate with this world
and its institutions, and that this world
rightly makes a claim on our allegiance.

(This is how Dr. Dibelius and his friends
try to justify their positive attitude toward
the present regime in Germany.)

It cannot be denied that Dr. Dibelius
describes what is the attitude of the average
Christian not only in Germany but also in

this country. But it is also true to say that
such an attitude is remote not only from

the radicalism of the Sermon on the Mount,
but also from the attitude taken by Jesus
and his apostles. Thus the book raises the
eternal question in a new way: Is it the will
of Christ that his Church should be con-
formed to this world? Or is the Church to
live on its own right, feeling responsible
for this world, but never identifying itself
with any of its ends and purposes? And
furthermore, are we to build up our lives
by the efforts of our will, or are we to
trust in the power of the Holy Spirit that
will transform us effectively? The churches
on the mission field as all great Christians
through the ages have believed in the ad-
venture of faith as implied in the Sermon
on the Mount. Have they been wrong?

Otto A. Piper

FROM THE STONE AGE TO CHRIS-
TIANITY : Monotheism and the Histori-
cal Process. By William Foxwell Albright.
Baltimore. The Johns Hopkins Press,
1940. Pp. 363. $2.50.

Anybody who is anxious to obtain a clear,

reliable, and comprehensive view of the mo-
mentous changes that archaeology has
wrought in the study of the Old Testament
and the religions of the Near East could
hardly find a better guide than this book
of the Baltimore scholar. While Prof. Al-
bright would certainly be the last to pretend
that the literary approach to the Old Tes-
tament made by the great scholars of the
nineteenth century was altogether wrong,
he nevertheless states emphatically that the
abundance of archaelogical evidence has
helped considerably to overcome the one-
sidedness of the historical-critical school,

and to confirm our confidence in the trust-

worthiness of the Biblical records.
Professor Albright’s book has a twofold

aim, (1) to give a survey of mental and
religious developments in the Near East
from their first recognizable beginnings in

the Stone Age to the days of Jesus Christ,

and (2) to build a philosophy of history
upon these data.

(1) The author displays a stupendous
knowledge of all the recent publications in

this vast field, and of the archaeological
data, to both of which he himself has made
remarkable contributions. Religious life in

that area is described as showing a certain
stability and straightforward tendency. In
the light of new information gained in the
last twenty years or so it is obvious that
a large section of the history of Israel has
to be rewritten. But the important fact to

be emphasized is the confirmation that the
new material brings to the picture of Israel’s

development as drawn in the Old Testament.
It is clear that in a field that is in a state

of complete transition and where so many
data have not yet been carefully examined
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scholars will disagree about a number of
details. Not all of his colleagues "will fol-

low Dr. Albright, for instance, in his views
of the religion of the Patriarchs, or in his

interpretation of Pharisaism, which he
thinks was a kind of Hellenisation of Ju-
daism. But on the whole the author has to

be thanked for his cautious treatment of
his subject and for the frank admission of

existing uncertainties in a great number of
instances.

(2) Prof. Albright is likely to find less

approval for the philosophy of history un-
derlying his work. In the first place, the
question has to be asked, Is it possible at

all to write a philosophy of history in an
inductive way? Moreover, his attempt to

interpret history in analogy with biology
confines his efforts to classifications rather
than explanations. The factuality of mono-
theism and its development can hardly be
taken as proof of its necessity and its truth,

as the author wants to demonstrate. The
fact that he narrows down his survey to

the Near East will drive him on the basis

of his own method to the recognition that

his synthetic view is necessarily of a pro-

visional character. This fact, coupled with
his disregard for revelation and divine acts

of election, would degrade Christian mo-
notheism to a transient idea, to be replaced

by a new pattern in due time, if the author
were consistent, as fortunately he is not.

Otto A. Piper

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE JORDAN. By
Nelson Glueck., New Haven. American
Schools of Oriental Research. 1940. Pp.
208, with 128 illustrations. $2.50.

Of vital interest to every Bible student is

this authoritative account of the explora-
tions and excavations of Nelson Glueck dur-

ing the last eight years in Transjordan
(Eastern Palestine). The author, who is a

professor in the Hebrew Union College,

Cincinnati, as well as former director of
the American School in Jerusalem, has done
more to bring to light the treasures and
secrets of this region than any other scholar.

The wealth of material that he has gathered
is here presented in a lucid style without too

much technical detail, and illuminated with
remarkably clear and well-selected illustra-

tions. There might have been included an-
other map or two giving the sites explored
in the Wadi Arabah (the great rift between
the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Aqabah), and
in the regions of Edom, Moab, Ammon, and
Gilead. There is a serious error in the

printing on p. 65, section IV, sentences two
and three, where the meaning is hopelessly

lost.

In the opening chapter the author well

introduces his work by tracing the history

of the highway which bisects the Transjor-
dan plateau from the border of Syria to the

Gulf of Aqabah. He shows conclusively that
the modern highway, which is practically
completed now, follows almost exactly the
Trajan highway, built in the first part of
the second century A. D., which had pre-
viously been used by the Nabataeans. In
fact, it was old even before the Nabataeans
came upon the scene, for numerous pottery
finds, dating between the 13th and 16th cen-
turies B. C., have been unearthed along its

entire length, as well as ruins of large
and small ancient sites which go back to

the early twenty centuries B. C. This was
the highway over which the Eastern Kings
swept through Transjordan according to

Genesis 14; it was the “King’s Highway” of

Num. 20:17, by which the Israelites wanted
to go through Edom but were not permitted.
In the mass of material presented in the

following five chapters relating to the his-

tory of this region from the early Bronze
Civilization, 23rd to 20th centuries B. C.,

which was wiped out by one tremendous
blow, to the highly cultured Nabataean civ-

ilization of the first centuries B. C. and
A. D., there stand out two particularly im-
portant discoveries for the Bible student.

In the waste land of the Wadi Arabah
there was found in 1934, by a joint expedi-

tion of the American School of Oriental Re-
search at Jerusalem, Hebrew Union College,

Cincinnati ,and the Transjordan Department
of Antiquities, abundant evidence of mining
and smelting activities which made this re-

gion of inestimable value and importance to

every group or nation that wished to control

Palestine or Transjordan. With the impor-
tance of this region established, it is now
clearly understood why the Israelites, and
later on the Judeans, waged such bitter

warfare with the Edomites during a period

of two hundred years for the mastery of

this seemingly barren and useless area.

Economic prosperity and power came to

Solomon and Uzziah in part because they

were in absolute control of these lucrative

mining sites of the Wadi Arabah.
Closely connected with this is the amaz-

ing discovery of the true site of Ezion-

geber, later called Elath, the “Pittsburgh

of Palestine,” and its elaborate system of

smelters or refineries. This city, situated

at the head of the Gulf of Aqabah, was
built directly in the path of the steadily

blowing north winds, so that by means of an
intricate system of flues and air-channels

these winds could be harnessed to furnish

draft for the furnaces. There is good evi-

dence that this city was constructed under
Solomon’s administration, and just as with
the mines of the Wadi Arabah, its posses-

sion vras coincident with prosperous times
for the possessor. The Ezion-geber of the

Pentateuch (Dt. 2:8) must have been on
another site nearby, since the Ezion-geber of

Solomon’s time w?as built on virgin soil.
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Once more the Edomites, Moabites, and
their contemporaries stand out in true per-
spective on the pages of history after being
buried for almost three millenia in the
sands of Transjordan. “Let it not be thought
that so far as any of the trappings of cul-

ture are concerned, the Edomites or Moab-
ites, or any of their contemporaries in

Transjordan, were backward, or that they
possessed a civilization less developed than
that which flourished on the west side of
the Jordan. In most respects, all these
groups developed similar cultures, spoke and
wrote essentially the same western Semitic
language, worshipped the same fertility

gods, and were of the same or closely re-

lated ethnic stock” (p. 126). But the one
great difference, to which the author does
not commit himself, between Israel and her
kinsmen is that God had chosen her to be
the vehicle of His divine revelation. There-
fore Israel lived on in the Book whereas
the exploits of most of her kinsmen were
unrecorded. Truly the results of archaeol-

ogy are very welcome, both for the under-
standing of the Bible and the new light that
may be thrown upon civilization long since

dead.
C. T. Fritsch

THE FOURTH GOSPEL. By Sir Edwyn
C. Hoskyns, edited by Francis N. Davey,
London. Faber and Faber Ltd. 2 vols.,

pp. 718, 19AO. 30s.

Probably no book in the Bible has had so

much written about it as the Gospel accord-
ing to John. Nevertheless, in spite of this

huge quantity of literature on the Fourth
Gospel, another good Johannine commentary
is always welcome. And the present work
merits the adjective good.
The author, Sir Edwyn Hoskyns, is

known to the theological world by his trans-
lation into English of Karl Barth’s Romer-
brief and by his book written in collabor-
ation with a younger colleague, Francis N.
Davey, The Riddle of the New Testament.
The present commentary, begun in 1923, oc-

cupied Sir Edwyn’s attention to the end of
his life in 1937. But, like his greatest Eng-
lish predecessor, Bishop Westcott, Hoskyns
died without having been able to give to the
chief undertaking of his life final shape.
While, therefore, the reader must lament
that the author was cut off before he had
written, for instance, an introductory section
dealing with the evidence for the Johan-
nine authorship, still every student of the
Fourth Gospel will rejoice not only that the
present work was so nearly completed, but
also that it was edited and seen through
the press by one well acquainted with the
author’s views.
Even though Mr. Davey had not alluded

to them in the preface, the commentary
itself would indicate clearly enough under

what influences and from what point of view
the notes were written. The same deter-
mination to take the Book seriously that
marked Adolf Schlatter’s writings; the rug-
ged eloquence of Barth’s dialectics; the
earnest conviction that only one committed
to Christ can ever hope to understand John’s
Gospel—these hallmark Hoskyns’ work. He
has not made the double assumption (often
lying half concealed in too many theologi-
cal works) that “the Truth, the ultimate
theological Truth, concerning Jesus of Naz-
areth is an observable, analysable thing,
capable of direct historical perception by
believers and unbelievers alike, and that
this observability of the Truth is indeed
the meaning of the Church’s doctrine of
Incarnation, since it meant that history and
theology were in the end identical factors”

(p. 31). Rather, Sir Edwyn regards the
theme of the Fourth Gospel to be beyond
human knowledge, for it treats of the last

things, affirming that in Jesus men are im-
mediately confronted by life and judgment,
by the love of God and by His condemna-
tion.

It is, moreover, the author’s conviction
that this theme derives neither from mystic
speculation nor bare historical apperception,
but from God. True disciples apprehend its

meaning in the same way as John did, not
by their own speculative ability nor by the
power of their own creative imagination,
but by the gift of the Spirit of truth (John
16:13). This does not mean, however, that
the commentator refuses to make use of
historical and critical faculties in evaluat-

ing the words of John’s Gospel. It is, rather,

by utilizing just such instruments of re-

search that the author, for example, reached
the conclusion that it is not licit to speak
of radically different views of the person
and work of Jesus Christ within the New
Testament. With presuppositions such as
these Sir Edwyn endeavors, he says, to

hear and set forth the meaning which the

author of the Gospel has himself heard and
seen in the concrete, historical life and death
of Jesus of Nazareth.
The present commentary is a valuable

addition to the list of aids in the study of

the message and meaning of John’s Gospel.

Though an excellent tool, it does not pre-

tend to supplant other commentaries much
less the guidance of the Spirit by whom the
Apostle wrote. Westcott’s work still re-

mains, according to Hoskyns’ own evalua-

tion, classic. Other commentaries, such as
that of the Irish scholar, J. H. Bernard, in

the International Critical Commentary
series, that of the Scotsman, G. H. C. Mac-
gregor, in the Moffatt series, and those of
many continental scholars, both Protestant
and Roman Catholic, will likewise be ser-

viceable in the attempt to plumb the depths
of this Gospel, at once the simplest and the
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most profound. But among all these aids,
Hoskyn’s stimulating and penetrating book
will supply many a new insight, theological
and devotional, into this literary holy of
holies.

Bruce M. Metzger.

THE JEWISH FATE AND FUTURE, By
Arthur Ruppin. Translated by E. W.
Dickes, London, 1940. Pp. 386. $4.

This is a distinguished study by a compe-
tent and reliable author. Long residence in

Palestine and intimate knowledge of the
intricate world of Jewry highly qualify Dr.
Ruppin to execute his task with masterful
ability and resourcefulness. For profes-
sional reasons he is able to make his con-
tribution primarily in the field of sociology
wherein he finds himself most at home.
There is besides a wealth of data in the
book presented in so succinct and accessible
a manner that the volume deserves to serve
as a convenient reference book on present-
day Judaism. But the remark, made in pass-
ing on p. 21, to the effect that chess was
invented by the Persians is not quite accur-
ate, since the word and the game owe their

origin to Sanskrit and India respectively.

The author is, frankly, a Zionist. He
tends to establish his claims on the political

nationalist rather than the religious Mes-
sianic ideal. He maintains throughout the
narrative a sober and understanding judg-
ment. The work offers, by means of tables,

footnotes and statistical charts, a vast

array of condensed facts, bearing on the

numbers, distribution, and increase of the
Jews. The economic advance of the Jews
since their emancipation, their prospects
in a warring world, and their heroic efforts

to usher in a better day are delineated with
notable precision and telling effect. A highly
illuminating section bears the title: “Be-
tween the Millstones of Anti-Semitism and
Assimilation.” The last part of the book,

devoted to Zionism proper, traces this move-
ment to the fundamental Messianic and po-

litical dynamics. The rebuilding of Pales-

tine, along economic, educational, religious,

and social lines, is analyzed. The conflict

between the Jew and the Arab is treated

in a fair, though partisan, frame of mind.

Though committed to the cause of Zionism,

the author yet exercises in this part of the

book particularly ample restraint command-
ing the respect of the open-minded student.

Patently, the title of this book does not
do justice to the contents. The reader who,
on the other hand, expects to find here an
enthusiasm and a defense will be somewhat
disappointed. Instead one is invited to a
learned manual, devoted to the precepts of
scientific research, steeped in the analytical

approach and dominated by the academic
mood.

In its most recent statement of policy,
the British Government declares the inten-
tion to set up in Palestine, within ten years,
an independent state providing for the pro-
tection of the different communities, in ac-
cordance with the obligations of Great Bri-
tain to both Jews and Arabs. The author
fears that this White Paper implies the
abandonment of the essential provisions of
the Mandate, which bind the British Gov-
ernment to help the Jews in the creation of
their National Home. In view of the great
indebtedness of both Jews and Arabs to
Great Britain, the present reviewer fails to
see how the peoples of the Near East, in
their own best interests, can seek in any
way to embarrass the British Government in
its present ordeals. Let Jew and Arab pa-
tiently await the dawn of a better day when
in a democratic revival they may both be
permitted to pursue their chartered courses
under God.

Edward J. Jurji

AMERICAN FAITH. By Ernest Suther-
land Bates, New York : W. W. Norton
and Company, 1940. 479 pp. $3.75.

As the subtitle of the volume intimates,
the author’s purpose is to present our
“American Faith” in the light of “Its Re-
ligious, Political, and Economic Founda-
tions.” The survey, beginning with medieval
Catholicism and extending to the outbreak
of the Civil War, is specially related to w'hat
are called—in the concluding sentence
(p. 470)—the “tw7o ideal values” in times
past, and “the main articles” still, of our
national faith, “liberalism and democracy.”
Of the four Books into which the history

is divided, the first deals with the Reforma-
tion as a reconstruction of Roman Chris-
tianity. Here, as indeed throughout, the
emphasis falls on the social and economic
conditions; the religious factors, though by
no means neglected, are seldom appre-
hended in their purely spiritual significance.

The ten chapters of Book 2 find their unity
in the consideration that the American col-

onies were the providential “land of hope,
opportunity, and experimentation” for the
completion, the more adequate realization,

of “the great ideals implicit in the Reforma-
tion.” The sketches of Virginia, Massachu-
setts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Maryland,
and Pennsylvania are ably executed, giving
the reader many a fresh insight into the
development of our free institutions and
also much critically sifted material upon
wrhich to base his own judgment of some of
the outstanding personalities and their
achievements. Book 3 devotes a chapter—

a

rather meager and misleading one—to Jona-
than Edwards and the Great Awakening;
another to Deism; and six to the exposition
of European political theory and American
political fact, the Revolution, the establish-
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ment of the national government, and the
later formative influences represented by
Jefferson and Jackson. The last Book, en-
titled “The Faith Romanticized” is hardly
worthy of its place alongside of the others,
though it will doubtless prove the most
interesting even to readers who cannot
share the author’s enthusiasm for the “lib-

eralizing” tendencies embodied in such bi-

zarre religio-social phenomena as the Mor-
mons, the Shakers, the Owenists, the Four-
ierists, and the Oneida Perfectionists.
There is much to commend in this notable

volume. Though the more serious students
of the subject might like a more complete
documentation, all readers will be im-
pressed by the breadth of the author’s his-
torical and literary interests, and even more
by the courage and the soundness of his
criticisms of some of his predecessors in the
field of American history. He offers ample
reasons, for example, for making some
major changes in the conventual picture of
the New England theocracies drawn by such
Puritan apologists as Fiske and Palfrey,
Dexter and Bacon, and, more recently,
Channing and Murdock. Not only are
hitherto neglected facts brought into the
survey, but old facts are frequently viewed
in a new light. The economic emphasis in
scientific history is now, as many would
have us believe, to give way to the psy-
chological, but the considerations which the
author makes his main concern will always
have their place in a proper understanding
of such events as the European Reformation,
the planting of the American colonies, the
Revolutionary War, and the anti-slavery
movement. And the style, it must be added,
is one of unusual merit and charm; quite
all that might be expected of one who spent
many years as a professor of English in
several universities and later served on
various editorial boards. There is not a dull
paragraph in the book, and many a page
sparkles with an epigram, a flash of humor,
or a touch of irony.

But the work must be read with caution,
for one thing, Dr. Bates was no theologian,
and it is rather pathetic to see how a
scholar of admirable competence in some
fields can make quite ludicrous mistakes in
others. Doubtless, his scorn of “ecclesias-
tical dogma” has not a little to do with his
inability to do justice to the doctrinal as-
pects of historic Christianity. A man of
marked likes and dislikes, he allows his par-
tiality for the social radicals of every age
to mar his judgment. Not Luther and
Zwingli, not Calvin and Knox are the real
reformers; it is the dissenters on the ex-
treme left wing that have made the sig-
nificant contribution to human progress.
The beneficent features of the Great Awak-
ening are passed over in silence, but Deism

is extravagantly praised. One’s confidence
in the author as a biblical and theological
guide is shaken rather early when one finds

(p. 27) the fall of Adam located in the
second chapter of Genesis and when (p. 34)
the Cathars, Waldenses, Lollards, and Huss-
ites are labelled “four essentially Protestant
sects.” It will occasion little surprise to

read that Calvin derived his theology, not
from the Bible, but “from the kind of

church government he had in mind” (p. 64);
that the “limited class of the Calvinistic

elect was broadened (by the Quakers) to

include all believing Christians who truly

loved God” (p. 178); that “the Calvinistic

doctrines of predestination and original

sin” “made God the actual creator of moral
evil” (p. 232). It was manifestly difficult

for Dr. Bates to do justice to such religious

leaders as Luther, Calvin, and Jonathan
Edwards, and to the benevolent activities of
the more conservative Churches.

In spite of its many excellencies, there-

fore, the book has too many misleading
statements to be satisfactory reading for the

tyro in this field. But for those who have
familiarized themselves with the essential

facts of our religious and political history

this discussion will prove stimulating and
profitable. After all, the iconoclast, too,

can fulfil a useful didactic function in a
world in which we all find it hard to learn
and to tell the whole truth.

Frederick W. Loetscher

JOHN HUS AND THE CZECH REFORM.
By Matthew Spinka. Chicago, University

of Chicago Press. 81 pp. $1.50.

Students of the history of Christian doc-

trine and of the period before the Reforma-
tion are familiar with the problem of the

actual dependence of John Hus upon John
Wyclif and with the problem of what was
the essential meaning of the Czech, Hussite,
and the Unity of Brethren reform. Since
Johannes Loserth’s epoch-making book,
Hus and Wyclif, published in 1884, it has
become almost commonplace with certain
European historians to deny John Hus all

originality and to treat the Hussite Refor-
mation as a “Wyclifism in Bohemia.” A
more extensive and intensive investigation
of Hus and his Czech predecessors has,
however, revealed two important facts: the
first, that the Hussite Reform had origi-
nated in a native religious movement in
Bohemia; the second, that Hus, though an
ardent student of Wyclif’s writings, never
had accepted the teaching of Wyclif without
scrupulous discrimination, and had remained
to the end among the moderate and critical
adherents of the English Reformer.

Dr. Matthew Spinka, a competent student
of the Central European and Eastern Ortho-
dox ecclesiastical history, has recently pub-
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lished a book, briefly and masterly summar-
izing the results of the historical and theo-
logical controversy concerning the Hus
theology and reform. Based on a thorough
knowledge of the Czech historical research
and of the medieval theology, the book con-
vincingly corrects Loserth’s views of Hus’s
Wyclifism, and analyzes the main aspects of
the Czech Reform. Spinka is skeptical of
the familiar presentation of the torch being
passed “on from Wyclif through Hus to

Luther.” The historical development was
less simple. Hus in many ways “differed
essentially from Wyclif, and always in the
direction of moderation and conservatism.”
And Luther went considerably beyond Hus
in his rejection of “the orthodox Catholic
system of thought.” Hus, in Spinka’s opin-
ion, may be described as the foremost rep-
resentative of the indigenous Czech relig-

ious movement, his chief interest being in
moral reform, rather than in ecclesiastical
revolt or in theological speculation.

To be sure, Hus’s Biblicism and his defini-

tion of the Church as the totality of the
predestinate contributed largely towards the
Protestant Reformation. But Hus’s moral
and practical zeal, rather than theological
thought, has never ceased to characterize
the Czech Reformation. It has been its

strength as well as its weakness. Spinka’s
book helps one to understand both.

J. L. Hromadka.

THE RISE OF THE SOCIAL GOSPEL IN
AMERICAN CHRISTIANITY 1865-1915.
By Charles Howard Hopkins. Yale Studies
in Religious Education, New Haven,
Conn., Yale University Press, 1940. pp.
352, $3.00.

This is an interesting, stimulating ac-
count of the Social Christianity movement,
and a desirable piece of work. The move-
ment is traced from its beginnings in 1865
until 1915, when it had been adopted by the
more conservative as well as by the more
liberal Churches, and had reached a rela-

tively stable statement in the social creeds
of the Churches and the Federal Council.
Four periods are recognized and discussed:
The Birth of the Social Movement, 1865-

1880; The Eighties: A Youthful Movement,
1880-1890; The Social Gospel Comes of Age,
1890-1900; Maturity and Recognition, 1900-
1915. Much of the material was gathered as
part of the requirement for the Ph.D. de-
gree at Yale, though the book itself is pre-
sumably the enlargement of the material
gathered for the thesis. As was to have
been expected, the author did some solid

research, the book is well documented, and
a supplementary bibliography of some 1,500
titles is promised.

All the great figures of the social move-
ment appear here, and their tendencies and

contributions are, for the most part, clearly
traced. Here we read of Robert G. Ingersoll
and Henry George; Theodore Parker, Theo-
dore T. Munger, Horace Bushnell, Elisha
Mulford, and John Bascom; C. Loring Brace
and Henry S. Storrs; Washington Gladden,
Roswell D. Hitchcock, and Richard T. Ely;
Joseph Cook, David Jayne Hill, George D.
Herron, Josiah Strong, Walter Rauschen-
busch, George Stelzle, and many others.

There is a very correct appreciation of the
industrial crises of the ’80’s and ’90’s, an
understanding of the effect of both the at-

traction and the fear of socialism, as well
as an indication of the tendency to regard
the social movement as the kingdom of
heaven. Some attention is paid to labor
unionism. The book may be commended to

any one who wants such an account of the
movement. As an orientation text for stu-

dents it may be used wdth good results.

The book has its manifest shortcomings.
The author is evidently an enthusiastic
social gospeler—a fact which ought not to

disqualify him as an historian; but he is

rather indiscriminate in some of his ap-
preications of whoever of whatever aided
the movement. Admiration puts out the
critic’s eye—sometimes. The only subject
for which he betrays no enthusiasm is con-

ventional Christianity. Nor has he any
love for conservatives. There is no evi-

dence of such an attitude as that taken by
Ernest Johnson ( The Social Gospel Re-
Examined, Harper, 1910) ,who sees that the

whole position needs modification, and that

the liberal theology back of it is quite im-
possible today. While it is true the author
proposes to write of the movement only

until 1915, yet inasmuch as the book was
published in 1940, one might reasonably
have expected to see some trace in the au-

thor’s mind of the drastic criticism to

which the movement has recently been sub-

jected, and to which he himself alludes in a
sentence on page 327. If it is too much to

expect a sound theology in a factual his-

tory, is it not also too much to find the

author’s liberal theology peeping out here

and there through the mask of the histor-

ian ? As a matter of fact, if he meant to

write of the movement largely as “an over-

confident and perhaps superficial social gos-

pel (p. 327),” lacking the ecumenical con-

sciousness and a deep appreciation of the

historic significance of Christianity, he did

well. It would have been better if there had
been indications here and there of a deeper
view.
Yet it is a good book to read, and will find

a useful place.
John E. Kuizenga

THE SOCIAL GOSPEL RE-EXAMINED,
By F. Ernest Johnson, New York and Lon-
don. Harper and Brothers, 1940, pp.261.
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Rauschenbusch Lectureship I oundation of

the Colgate-Rochester Divinity School.

In his Preface the author indicates the

book is an elaboration of his Rauschenbusch
lectures delivered in 1939, “preserving the

general course of the argument, but at a
number of points the drama of recent world
events is reflected in the discussion.” “The
purpose of the lectures has been to consider

the net result of the impact of recent theo-

logical changes upon what has been known
as the social gospel: to offer suggestions for

a restatement of the general position which
has gone by that name: and to clarify some
of the major ethical problems of our time.

I have written both as a critic of ‘liberal

social Christianity’, and as one who never-
theless believes that there is something au-
thentic in what may be called the Rausch-
enbusch tradition which it is important to

preserve.” The author has a full apprecia-
tion of the “freight of misunderstanding”
the term social gospel carries, but he wants
a fair appraisal of what it stood for. He
hopes to accomplish a synthesis of conflict-

ing points of view.
The Introduction raises high hopes, for

the author sees the old Social Christianity
is impossible, he is aware of its theological
superficiality, and recognizes it must find a
theological foundation or die—all of which
is well and courageously said. Nor is he
mistaken in his view that the viewpoint and
contribution of Social Christianity must be
appraised and its values conserved. But it

must be said that the high hopes raised by
the author’s insight and candor are soon
dashed. The only viewpoint he has is that of

empirical, immanential theology. Theology
rises merely out of a social situation. “This
discussion does not assume the ultimate su-

periority of any theological framework
over another” (p. 72). The supernatural is

but an aspect of this world, “supernature
becomes the self-transcending aspect of na-

ture and of man” (p. 76). “The philosophy
implicit in this is the philosophy of indeter-

minism— sometimes called emergence—
which is implicit in social Christianity.”

Ethical adequacy is the sole and final test:

the Kingdom of God is an attitude and a
spirit. Thus we get the inevitable modern-
ism of the post-Kantian immanential move-
ment, which, granting that it has taught
us something, is nevertheless finally not
reconcilable with the Christian faith. The
advance the author makes over the liberals

is due to his deeper insight into the neces-
sity of a theology. But his theology is still

manacled in monism, and here and there, as

might have been expected, dilequesces into

sheer humanism.
The trail of this serpent is over it all.

How fallen is human nature (Chap. 3) ?

“Man, then, in contrast to all we know of

the lower orders of life, is in his nature
self-transcending” (p. 114)—and we do not

get beyond that. “The Divine Society”

(Chap. 4) has many superb thoughts in it,

going beyond liberalism, but we never get
to the Church as a super-social organism in

the Biblical sense of the “body of Christ.”
In “Our Secular Society” (Chap. 5) he sees
that “liberal Protestantism has, in effect,

sustained the secular order against the im-
pact of a long Christian tradition” (p. 153),
maintaining the dualism of the secular and
the sacred, because it fails to see how the
separation of the Church and the State does
not mean the separation of the State and
religion. But in the end we get nothing
proposed save religion without indoctrina-
tion, worship without specific teaching, and
religion in general without anything in par-
ticular.

The chapter on Christianity and war
(Chap. 6) is in many respects excellent,

much to be commended to our pacifists. He
condemns the Churches because in their re-

cent statements on the war and on war in

general, they condemn war as always in

every case an evil; they put their members
in the position of always refusing to fight,

or else of giving up their religion. If war
is always sinful and evil, if there is no
righteous war, then a Christian can have
nothing to do with it—a position the author
courageously repudiates.
The writer is to be commended for a seri-

ous, thoughtful volume, well worth the
attention of the liberals. But the theology
of the Social Gospel is not yet.

John E. Kuizenga

THE NATURE AND DESTINY OF MAN,
By Reinhold Niebuhr. Scribner’s, New
York, 1941, pp. 300. 32.75.

The Dean of St. Paul’s recently predicted
that “Long after men have ceased to ask,
Who will win the war? they will still be
asking, What is man?” Certainly it is true
that we need to have right ideas about hu-
man nature, and what the theologians call

anthropology is ceasing to be a mere aca-
demic discussion as it becomes apparent
that conflicting views of man underlie our
general unrest and confusion today. Rein-
hold Niebuhr’s Gifford Lectures, therefore,

will be welcomed and studied not only for
the light they may cast on theological prob-
lems, but because they are addressed to a
world which needs to think soberly about
the nature and destiny of man. As the title

to the lectures indicates, there are two di-

visions to the subject, the nature of man and
the destiny of man. We have in this volume
only the first half, but the second half is

promised in due course. This naturally

makes it difficult to judge the lectures as a
whole, and we must accept the author’s
caveat to avoid a premature estimate.
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It is fortunate that of the ten chapters
the first and last are outstanding and as
such tend to bind the whole argument into
a unity. The argument is plain enough:
there are in the main two great classic

views of man, the Graeco-Roman which in-

terprets man “primarily from the stand-
point of the uniqueness of his rational fac-
ulties,” and the Christian which regards
man “primarily from the standpoint of God,
rather than the uniqueness of his rational
faculties,” with the result that Christian
anthropology speaks of the unity of per-
sonality on the one hand and man’s wilful
rebellion against his divine origin on the
other hand. In a word, “the Christian view
of human nature is involved in the paradox
of claiming a higher stature for man and of
taking a more serious view of his evil than
other anthropology.” Although logically and
theologically these two classic views are
distinct and in a sense incompatible, never-
theless medieval Catholicism attempted to

merge them into a single interpretation, viz.

Aquinas’ synthesis of Aristotelianism and
Augustinianism. In the modern era, this

synthesis was broken in so far as “the
Renaissance distilled the classical elements
out of the synthesis and the Reformation
sought to free the Biblical from the classi-

cal elements.” And in our own day liberal

Protestantism is an abortive attempt once
more to unite the two elements. We should
not be surprised, therefore, when we find

that modern man is very much confused
about himself.

The substance of the book is taken up
with a critical examination of this historical

analysis, and the author leads us first into

the inadequacies of modern views and then

into a consideration of the specifically

Christian view. The former has interest

because it is so closely related to the world
today, and the latter is of great moment as

it attempts to make clear the fundamental
features of Christian anthropology.
Undoubtedly this book, and its forthcom-

ing sequel, will make a real contribution to

the growing literature on one of our most
pressing contemporary theological prob-

lems. For a general survey of the Christian

doctrine of man, an older volume by H.
Wheeler Robinson is still in many respects

unsurpassed. There will be some who wall

wonder why Niebuhr makes no use or even

mention of Brunner’s latest work, Man in

Revolt, especially since Brunner and Nie-

buhr are so much alike in several particu-

lars. Echoes of Berdyaev’s thinking are also

to be heard, but by and large Niebuhr’s

book is his own, and those wrho are familiar

with the trend and temper of his thought
will perhaps find this latest volume his best

and the most definitive of the theological

position which he has been pursuing.
Hugh Thomson Kerr. Jr.

WISDOM AND FOLLY IN RELIGION,
By Joseph Haroutunian. Scribner's,
New York, 1940. pp. 174. $2.00.

The new Associate Professor of Sys-
tematic Theology at the Presbyterian Semi-
nary in Chicago has already made known
his reverence for Calvinism in an earlier
book dealing mainly with the thought of
Jonathan Edwards, and this latest work
shows that his passion for Reformation the-
ology has not diminished.

H. Richard Niebuhr of Yale writes an
introduction in which he says that the book
is “addressed to all who have been unable
to escape the tragic sense of life.” In some
ways this is a rather curious book. It an-
nounces no thesis or plan except that of
radical criticism. We are told on the first

page, and we are not allowed to forget as
we proceed, that Protestantism today is a
weak adulterant of what it was in the six-

teenth century, and that unless the em-
phases of the Reformers are once again
made regnant in faith and life there is

little hope for Protestantism or for the
world. The book is, accordingly, a clarion

call to humility and repentance. We have
gone astray; we must return again to the
signposts erected by Augustine, Luther,
Calvin, Edwards, etc. Our terrible defection

is given rhetorical emphasis by means of the

author’s short crisp sentences which at

times, it must be confessed, become repeti-

tious and monotonous. Barth’s earlier essays

come to mind as we read these pages, for

here again we are asked to face up to our
apostacy. There is no doubt that such crying

in the wilderness is much needed today and
that our religion as we think of it is more
folly than wisdom. But there will be those

who will wonder in the midst of heated pas-

sages on original sin and double predesti-

nation what has become of the Gospel of

hope and salvation. It is well for us to be

reminded that the Christian faith takes sin

and evil seriously and that total depravity

and justification by faith (the author pre-

fers “justification by God”) belong to the

essence of Protestantism, but it will hardly

do to say that “a Protestantism which ex-

poses the sin within us and teaches us radi-

cal self-criticism, which leads us to the fear

of God and concern for the glory of God,

will act as a true Church of God and be-

come a genuine power toward peace and

righteousness among men,” as though the

glory and promise of the Gospel lay solely

in its doctrine of sin. But this unbalanced

emnhasis is perhaps to be expected in a bopk

which can make such a statement as this:

“The roots of true Protestantism are to be

found more often among the unbelievers of

our day than among the ‘loyal churchmen.’
”

And there would be Calvinists just as proud

of their heritage as the author who would
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question the judgment: “The crown of
Protestant piety is the doctrine of ‘double
election.’ ” But this is the kind of book that
makes criticism easy simply because it dares
to stab awake our contemporary and often
complacent Protestantism.

Hugh Thomson Kerr, Jr.

REALITY AND RELIGION, By Henry
P. Van Dusen. New York, Association
Press, 1940. 88 pp. $0.50.

There is always reason for welcoming a
new volume in the series known as the
Hazen Books on Religion. With this present
addition a dozen such studies are available,
and it is interesting to note that many of
the previous books have gone into as many
as eight printings. Aside from the obvious
attractions of price and size, the Hazen
Books have contemporaneous appeal be-
cause of their subject matter and their au-
thors, all of whom are worth a careful and
respectful hearing. This latest study by
the professor of systematic theology at
Union Seminary, New York, maintains the
standard already set and adds much to the
usefulness and vitality of the series as a
whole. The book deals with three great
questions: “Why Religion?” “Why Chris-
tianity?” “Why the Church?” There are
also a Foreword and an Epilogue, the latter
revealing and echoing some of the convic-
tions which the author has recently set forth
so splendidly in For the Healing of the Na-
tions. It would be difficult in a word to
characterize this book or for that matter
any of the Hazen Books. They are not theo-
logical in the academic sense, yet they deal
with the subjects of theology. They are
not apologetic in the polemic or controver-
sial sense, yet they undertake to defend the
Christian faith. They are not popular in
the sensational sense, yet they can be read
and enjoyed by all. It is perhaps this whole-
some balance which accounts for the suc-
cess and the influence of these books.

Religion, we are told, becomes a matter
of reality especially at those times in our
experience when life matters most. There
are at least six such crises: consciousness
of maturity, marriage, parenthood, the
sense of failure, the experience of separa-
tion, and death. And the author takes pains
to point out that “these six occasions are
not all times of trouble or weakness when
our desire is for a crutch, a comfort, an
escape. This is the refutation of the claim
that men turn to religion only when up
against insuperable difficulty.” Those who
are interested in niceties of distinction may
not be satisfied with the author’s definition
of Christianity in the words, “Christian
Faith is faith in the faith of Jesus.” And
there may be others who will find something
too facile in the consideration of the unique-

ness of Jesus according to the “convictions
of his mind,” “the drama of his career,”
and “the central temper of his spirit.”
There will be few, on the other hand, who
will find fault with the author’s analysis of
the Christian Church in our present age, or
with his vision of the Church in the world
of tomorrow. In any case, there is much
of sober judgment and evangelical thinking
in these pages, and their message is one
worth heeding.

Hugh Thomson Kerr, Jr.

A PHILOSOPHY OF THE CHRISTIAN
REVELATION. By Edwin Lewis. New
York, Harper and Brothers. 1940. $3.00.

This is a magnificently written book as
broad in scope as Christianity itself. The
title should not mislead us since its every
word reveals careful choice: here we find
not simply a discussion of one doctrine,
revelation, but a treatment of Christian
truth as a great whole. Here we have an-
other bold manifesto, a joyous trumpet-call,
summoning Christians everywhere to re-
joice in their heritage, and challenging un-
believers to examine its claims.
How do we know God? He has spoken.

He has revealed himself in the history of
the Hebrews, in Jesus Christ, and in the
Christian Church. We today come to know
God’s purpose with man through the Scrip-
tures. And we see that God’s Word became
ever clearer to his people. Revelation takes
place in life and experience and therefore
precedes any documents. Records are wit-
nesses to revelation and may serve as means
of transmitting truth, known in the past, to
each new generation. But the Word of God
is ever greater than mere human means of
expression. What matters is that the truth
which we possess is more than adequate to
lead man to salvation.
Are we to accept such astounding tradi-

tions as that of the Virgin Birth and that
of the Resurrection? Yes, that acceptance
constitutes our “supreme acquiescence.”
How are we to justify our belief? By rea-
son ? By science ? By documentary evidence ?

Not at all. We believe not because reason
or science or documents give us certainty
but because the Virgin Birth and the Resur-
rection form a “natural” part of the Incar-
nation of our Lord. In our universe we
discover an order with which science and
reason can deal, but also an order which
belongs to faith. Events in the latter sphere
do not run counter to reason but neither
can man apprehend them by reason. Unique
events like those with which we are dealing
cannot be understood by analogy. Science
has no place for them. It is precisely the
fact that we believe that the Virgin Birth
and the Resurrection, as they occurred,
could have been true only of Jesus Christ
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that gives to them their peculiar significance
for us.

Therefore it is true that faith in Chris-
tianity will always present an alternative,
unbelief. Knowledge presents no alterna-
tive: I can know a thing to be true but I

cannot allow that it at the same time may
not be true. But with faith it is different:

there is always an alternative which un-
believers may reasonably choose. Faith is

therefore always a victory over doubt. This
is the situation in which God has chosen
to place us. The balance may even be
against Faith. But God’s revelation to us
is “given” in Jesus Christ. And the indi-

vidual must stand where he can grow in this

“given” until it becomes his own. Then,
every Christian believes, he will find perfect
satisfaction.

But a reviewer can only suggest the wealth
of insight in this book. It speaks home to

our time. With its emphasis on realism,

the role of history, the dangers of an ideal-

istic, arbitrary acceptance of only parts of
Christianity, this work will help to stem the
tide which would wash our faith away in

subjectivism. Christianity is either wholly
true or wholly false and that in the most
realistic, historical sense.

No one can lead this book without being
thankful for a theologian who has not only
mastered English style but also made it his

beautiful, poetic instrument. Here is a man
who has a deep appreciation of the wonders
of our faith and the God-given ability to

express them.
Frederick Riker Hellegers.

WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY? By Charles
C. Morrison, Editor of the Christian Cen-
tury. Lyman Beecher Lectures at Yale,

IVillet, Clark & Co., Chicago. Large 8vo.,

324 pp. $3.00.

This book is thought-provoking, partly

because it is a blending of Biblical truth

and ingenious speculation. Fortunately, tne

truth usually predominates. The thesis is

that God has revealed himself to man, and
that the revelation is in history. Negatively,

the author insists that God’s revelation is

not primarily in any written records, or

even in any person. The revelation, he con-

tends, is in the Christian Church. For much
of this, except the negations, one gives

hearty thanks.
Dr. Morrison contends that the Roman

Church has divorced the hierarchy from the

people, and that w*e Protestants find our
revelation in the Bible. Likewise, he insists,

correctly, that we are unduly individualistic,

whereas Christian life and worship ought
to be corporate. But he seems not to be
aware that in Protestant theology, as in the

New Testament, the “Word of God” is

Christ, not the Book which makes him
known. Hence this recent work will prove

most helpful to the reader who is well
grounded in the Scriptures and in the his-
tory of doctrine.
The style is worthy of study. The para-

graphing is skillful. As a rule the thought
is clear, and the interest is well sustained.
Quotable sentences appear in every chapter:
“The fact that the Jews reject Christianity
is no reason why Christians should reject
Judaism”; “Our most impressive and pro-
found system of theology (is) that of John
Calvin”; “Had there been no Christian
church there would have been no Christian
theology.” Especially worthy of note are
the pages which plead for the deity of
Christ as a vital part of our holy faith.
Would that every preacher or teacher of
Christian truth could present his case as
strongly and persuasively!
As for the case itself, the verdict is, “Not

proven.” There is likewise a question why
the book finds its place in a series of note-
worthy lectures about preaching. Doubtless
the reason is that we all are stressing
“what to preach” more than how to preach,
and that there is a renewal of emphasis on
the preaching of doctrine. Ultimately the
character of one’s preaching depends upon
one source of authority in religion and life.

For that source many of us prefer to look to
something more abiding and more readily
interpreted than the stream of Christian
history.

Andrew W. Blackwood.

MEASURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF
PERSONALITY. “Their Future is Noiv.”
By Ernest M. Ligon. The Macmillan Com-
pany, 1939, $3.00.

A seven-years’ partnership between the
psychological laboratory of Union College,
under Professor Ernest M. Ligon and a
church school in Albany, New York, has
made a fruitful contribution to the science
of character development. The result is con-
tained in this book.

Since the basic principle of science is

measurement, can its methods be applied to

the development of Christian personality in

church school pupils, from kindergarten to

college ages? If certain traits are deter-

mined as normative for mature Christian

life, can progress toward these traits be
measured in developing lives ? Dr. Ligon
has attempted to measure the desirable

traits commensurate with the various age
levels, and to supersede the old “trial and
error method” in character education. Char-
acter development, he concludes, can be
determined by intelligent direction. This
procedure is the next step for the churches
in the way of Christian education. The
method, he feels, is not complex and may
be operated in rural as well as city churches.

The ideal standard of measurement for
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Dr. Ligon is found in the Beatitudes. The
traits there implied were fully treated in

his previous volume entitled, The Psychol-
ogy of Christian Personality. They are;

vision, love of righteousness and truth,

faith in the friendliness of the universe,

dominating purpose, sensitivity to the needs
of others, forgiveness, magnanimity, and
Christian courage. Dr. Ligon believes these

traits are Christian, mentally wholesome
(that is, native to the endowment of man,
and “based upon human nature”), and so-

cially acceptable. They are also practicable

and capable of being measured. “Simple and
non-technical” charts presented in this vol-

ume purport to measure children so as to

determine their progress toward these

ideals. In this way a “personality profile”

is obtained, the total personality rated, and
purposiveness introduced into the develop-

ing of Christian personality. In analyzing
personality, physical development, intel-

lectual development, special aptitudes, char-

acter and personality traits are all taken
into account.

This is an example of mental hygiene at

its best, without the negative elements
found in psychiatry, with its complexes,
neuroses, and the like. Since “character is

the characteristic form of reaction of the

personality,” “character education consists

primarily in the formation of motives.” The
remedy for lack of proper character traits

is found not in harping negatively on the

deficiencies of the child, but in positively

helping to strengthen his strong Christian

traits. For, rather than worry the child with
his weaknesses and repress him with an
ascetic education, Dr. Ligon proposes a
“drama-type” of education, in which the

child is given opportunity to express and
develop his strong traits. It is a preventive

education which detects malignant symp-
toms in childhood and seeks to correct them
before they become adult problems for the

individual and society. Christian education

thus becomes clinical. Children are helped

to develop the strongest and most whole-
some personalities which their native apti-

tudes and endowments will warrant. Their
“future is now”—in childhood!
Such a method of character education de-

mands the cooperative efforts of parents,

church and public school teachers. The
home, however, must do the great bulk of

the work. The teacher must know his pupils,

understand their “profiles,” possess a knowl-

edge of their abilities, special aptitudes, and
effective philosophy of life. Every member
of the class must be known, and a clear

picture is necessary concerning those por-

tions of life that need changing or forming.
The teacher must also know what is to be
accomplished with each pupil and what les-

son materials are a means to that end.

Finally, the teacher must find out whether

his objectives have been reached. The old

“hit-and-miss method” of character develop-
ment was almost “as useless as it was
simple.”
What shall we say of this experiment?

Dr. Ligon admits that his scheme is not
perfect. But it is heartening to see a psy-
chologist of his status frankly admit the
important place of religion in the develop-
ment of personality. The laboratory and the
church in cooperation initiate an admirable
trend. There are many psychological data
here that are of great practical help in

making Christian education in our churches
really function for the creating of Christ-
Uke attitudes and conduct. Much church
tvork is never checked to ascertain whether
it is getting anywhere.
Of course, one has questions about some

of Dr. Ligon’s assumptions. However
strongly one may feel the barren fruits of
the older emphasis upon doctrine in charac-
ter education, one must admit that it had its

place. Dr. Ligon’s experiment largely ig-

nores the intellectual (theological) aspects
of Christian personality development.

Further, what about setting up the Be-
atitudes as goals of Christian personality?
Can they ever be regarded as “scientific,”

since no human being can approximate
them? Science demands exactness! Further,
has the Sermon on the Mount ever been
interpreted in the history of Christianity as
containing explicitly scientific goals? Fur-
ther, to do so is to set up the teachings and
the ethical 'personality of Jesus as the su-
preme example of life and to neglect the
redemptive gospel of the divine-human Per-
son of Jesus Christ. A theological as well
as a scientific problem is involved in Dr.
Ligon’s use of the Beatitudes as norms of
Christian character development.
The real problem in Christian education

lies deep. How shall we find a dynamic that
is strong enough to make us want to ap-
proximate the ideals in the Beatitudes ?

This is the most persistent moral problem of
human existence. This was Paul’s dilemma
in the seventh chapter of Romans. Charts,
like laws, help us to detect our failures

—

but who shall deliver us from the spirit

which makes for failures? In this respect,
Christian education’s greatest task must al-

ways be not only the development of char-
acter, which is an effect, but the attachment
of life by faith to Jesus Christ as personal
Saviour. Without that, we lack the most
essential note in Christianity. This book is

not clear on the terms “character” and
“Christian.” Is a Christian measured only
by personal character? In how far are all

children Christian? Is an adult who rates
well in character, but who is deficient in
faith, Christian?

Again, is there not some doubt whether
relief from tensions would create a strong
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individual ? It is inconceivable how “the
right effective philosophy of life when
formed can cause conflict to be avoided.” A
proper adjustment to God results in con-
flicts with the “natural man,” and with the
social milieu of life.

In the reviewer’s judgment there can
never be such a thing as a measurement of
that something which we call Christian per-
sonality. While attitudes, aptitudes, traits,
and the like, can be reasonably checked, the
real person in his relation to God is hidden
from the scientist’s view. We doubt, there-
fore, whether personality development can
ever be made a “science.”

It is, however, to be hoped that Dr.
Ligon’s dream will be realized, namely, that
religious education, with the help of psy-
chology, may assist the churches in develop-
ing personalities not merely with theological
knowledge, but with attitudes, conduct and
character that are in harmony with the will

of God and His design for human life in

this world of human relations. Churches
need to perfect ways of determining spirit-

ual development! This is a provoking book
and should be studied by ministers, parents
and teachers.

E. G. Homrighausen.

THE MODERN FAMILY AND THE
CHURCH. By Regina Wescott Wieman.
New York, Harper and Brothers, 1937.

This volume, by the wife of Professor H.
N. Wieman of the Divinity School of the
University of Chicago, is a scholarly, com-
prehensive, and sympathetic study of the
modern family from the cultural and relig-

ious point of view. It is written by one who
for years has been a practical psychologist.
Her information has been gained from wide
experience with groups of parents, pastors,
and social workers. She is convinced that
“the basic human values which have been
secured in the home and church of the past
should be fostered again amidst the wider
complexities of modern living.”

She regards the family as an indispens-
able institution. Its salvation rests upon a
sound family spirit, in the making of which
the Church is essential and from which the
Church derives its best support.
The volume is divided into four parts:

first, the cultural significance and crisis

of the modern family; second, the interde-

pendence of the Church and the family, to-

gether with the crisis of the Church and the
religious contribution of the Church to the
family; third, the work of the Church in

respect to marriage, parents, children,

youth and domestic problems; and fourth,

trends of church work with marriage and
the family in various denominational and
inter-denominational agencies, together with
a practical program for family conservation.
An excellent and comprehensive bibliogra-

phy, index, and study guide are attached.
The family is defined as “that fellowship

of parents and children created and pro-
moted through the sharing of vital interests,
which initiates and individualizes growth
of personality and a concomitant develop-
ment of culture in the community.”

Great emphasis is placed upon the devast-
ating effects of modern economic pressures
on wholesome family life. A good deal of
space is also given to the varied problems
of the family, such as social mobility, hyper-
individualism, easy divorce, personal irre-
sponsibility, romantic love, commercialized
amusements, feminine freedom, cynical
sophistication, etc.

The Church and the family are very
closely related. The family has much to give
the Church. And the family needs religion
to help it achieve the deepest community.
The modern world has great need for such
community spirit. In the family relationship,
God is known as nowhere else. The Christian
way of life is rooted in love. “It is through
family nurture that the individual becomes
aware of this unifying process by which he
is interwoven into the fabric as a whole . . .

God is the unity-building power, the love-
stirring power . . . The child can find God
in the communion of family life as he can
find him nowhere else.”

The Church needs to give more and better
doctrinal training regarding marriage and
the family relationship. It needs to educate
for marriage, recognize betrothal, develop
responsible attitudes toward marriage,
guide newlyweds in their adjustments, main-
tain the integrity of the family, work with
unstable and broken homes, help parents in

various ways to develop marital happiness,
assist families in the guidance of children
and youth and equip for counselling in fam-
ily difficulties.

Of course, this is not a theological text!

But the family is predominantly regarded
from the cultural point of view. The crisis

of the Church is not adequately treated. As
a result, the deeper aspects of family life

which rest on evangelical faith are not
treated radically enough. Too much empha-
sis is given to the demands of culture upon
the Church, and its failure is judged largely
by its cultural inadequacy. While we agree
that “the church needs to be converted” to

its cultural task, we also believe that the
Church is judged by an other than cultural
criterion. The definition of religion is typ-
ically “Wiemanesque,” for she regards re-

ligion as an immanent reality centering in a
God who works in the human processes as
the great Integrator. Thus family life,

which is the most intimate fellowship among
men, becomes the outpost of the activity of

divine integration which is love.

With some modification in its views, and
a balanced reading in other books such as
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those by Sherrill, Holt, Groves, Baber, Wes-
termark, Cope, Weigle, Bevan, and others,
it nevertheless provides an admirable text
for college or seminary courses on the
Church and family. The minister who is

interested in the life of his congregation
will certainly be stimulated by it as he
thinks about the plans for the most funda-
mental fellowship of his parish.

E. G. Homrighausen.

THE PRESBYTERIAN DOCTRINE OF
CHILDREN IN THE COVENANT. By
Lewis Sevens Schenck. Yale University
Press, 19UO. $2.50.

This is a study by Professor Schenck of
Davidson College about the significance of
infant baptism in the Presbyterian Church
of America. It is a careful examination of
the historic nature of this doctrine, the ways
in which it has been affected, and the causes
of our present confusion regarding it. The
author feels that when these aspects are
understood, the present confusion and mis-
understanding regarding Christian educa-
tion will be removed. This volume is pub-
lished on the Samuel B. Sneath Memorial
Publication Fund and is Professor Schenck’s
dissertation for the Doctor of Philosophy
degree.
John Calvin believed that the children of

believing parents were “presumably” Chris-
tian—that is, forgiven, adopted, and regen-
erated. This point of view was held by all

the great leaders of the Reformed faith

—

that children of believing parents are to be
baptized because they are already forgiven
and they are to be nurtured in the covenant.
The Great Awakening, with its emphasis

upon adult conversion, brought about con-
siderable confusion in the Presbyterian
Church in reference to the conception of
infant baptism. To be sure, throughout Eu-
rope and the American colonies the doctrine
was abused and perverted. Formalism
robbed it of vital content. The Half-Way
Covenant effected a dualism in church mem-
bership which virtually amounted to a two-
fold covenant—the one external and the
other internal. Further, the emphasis in the
Great Awakening was increasingly put upon
experience. One ground only was emphasized
for the recognition of persons as children of
God. The fact that a child was a child of
believing parents, included in the covenant
promise of God, made no difference. Child-
ren were lost until by conscious conversion
they had come out of darkness into light.

Thus the Reformed principle regarding the
presumption of regeneration in the case of
children of the covenant, based upon the
covenant promise, was largely displaced by
the current practice of recognizing as
Christians only those who gave “credible
evidence” of regeneration. Many of the Old
School party regarded the emphases of the

Great Awakening as one-sided and defec-
tive, expressive of false and unscriptural
forms of religion.

Chapter three deals with the threats to
the doctrine from within the Church. Out-
standing theologians, such as Dr. Thornwell
and Dr. Dabney, promoted the idea that bap-
tism makes the infant a child of the cove-
nant, which was likewise contrary to
Calvin’s conception. A move was on foot to
alter the Book of Discipline in the Assembly
of 1859. In all this controversy the Prince-
ton theologians, headed by Dr. Charles
Hodge, contended for the original Reformed
position. Fundamentally, infant baptism is

related to the Presbyterian doctrines of sin,

redemption, and the conception of the
Church. The New England theology, repre-
sented by Dr. Hopkins and Dr. Taylor,
entered the controversy. Suffice it to say
that the Princeton theologians regarded
children as members of the covenant; those
who died in infancy were considered saved.
These theologians wanted no distinction
made between the covenant of redemption
and the covenant of grace. They believed
in the divine and objective nature of the
Christian faith, in the promise of divine
acceptance to children of believing parents.
Dr. Hodge did not assert the full regenera-
tion of children or that they were true
members of Christ’s body; rather, children
belonged to the class of persons whom we
are bound to regard and treat as members
of Christ’s Church. “This is the only sense
in which even adults are members of the
Church, so far as men are concerned.”
The Reformed doctrine of infant baptism

carries with it real implications for Chris-
tian nurture. When Horace Bushnell first

issued his Discourse on Christian Nurture,
Dr. Hodge recognized that Bushnell had
voiced a real truth—-the organic nature of
human life. Dr. Hodge thought that the
intimate relation between parents and
children was of such a nature that the life

of one was continued in the other. The des-
tiny of the child was involved in that of the
parent. While he did not agree with the
apparent naturalism in Bushnell’s thesis, he
nevertheless did agree with its more pro-
found truth regarding the organic nature of
the Christian family. The great means for
the salvation of the children of the Church
was Christian nurture. Dr. Samuel Miller
asserted that if infant baptism were prop-
erly improved, if the profession which it

includes and obligation which it imposes
were suitably appreciated and followed up,
it would have few opponents.

This is a volume every Presbyterian
minister should read. Many queries are
raised today in reference to the nature,
place, and obligation of infant baptism.
With men like Brunner seriously question-
ing infant baptism, it is highly important
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that this doctrine be rethought in the light
of the modern situation. What is the rela-
tion between evangelism and nurture ? What
is the status of the Church’s children, and
of Christian homes? If the Christian home
has failed to fulfill its baptismal vows, must
we rely solely upon evangelism, as many
churchmen did during the Great Awaken-
ing? Has Christianity reached a place in

modern society where it must regard itself

as a sectarian movement and win even its

so-called formal members by a radical con-
version ? What about the covenant promises
of God ? Is the child born to Christian
parents Christian ? If the children of be-
lieving parents are included in the covenent
of God, must not ministers and churches
take this fact into account in all their
church work? Dare Presbyterian evangel-
ism ever despise God’s baptismal grace?
A study of this volume will assist many a
confused minister in coming to a satisfac-
tory conclusion in reference to infant bap-
tism and its implications for Christian
nurture.

E. G. Homrighausen.

PHILOSOPHY, EDUCATION AND CER-
TAINTY. By Robert L. Cooke, Grand
Rapids, Zondervan, 1940.

Professor Robert L. Cooke, the Associate
Professor of Education in Wheaton College,
Illinois, has presented us a timely book.
The word “certainty” is evidently inserted
in the title because of John Dewey’s book,
The Quest for Certainty, and because mod-
ern educational theory and practice is so
largely influenced by his philosophical nat-
uralism.

There are real problems confronting the
educational world today, such as, (1) What
is the primary purpose of education? (2)
Is education to be directed toward some
pre-determined end or is the end inherent
in the process of educating? (3) Is it cer-
tain that the state is the best agency for
giving real education to its citizens? (4)
Is not the state taking upon itself a truly
staggering responsibility in insisting that
education be made compulsory? (5) Is the
aim of education the general or the indi-

vidual welfare, or both? (6) Shall culture,
practical efficiency, or a combination of both
be the goal of education? (7) Shall the raw
material of life be considered good, evil or
neutral? (8) Shall education be concerned
with life here and now or wdth the future or
with both ? These are but a few of the

questions which this book seeks to discuss.

The volume is indeed weighty. References
are made to educational philosophers of note
in this and preceding ages. Idealism, ma-
terialism. evolutionism, democracy, pro-

gressive education and the “essentialist”

movement are copiously and masterfully
treated. Modern trends in character, voca-

tion and week-day religious education are
discussed. We have here 392 pages of solid
material—plus an index—dealing largely
with the historical and philosophical aspects
of general education.
The final conclusion of the author is that

Christianity is the end of the quest for
philsophical certainty in educational pro-
cedure. But his Christianity is not that of
scholasticism, or of Christian humanism,
whether past or present, or of present-day
religious idealism. It is not a Christianity
of rules; nor is it a program of ethics, a
system of worldly institutions, or a set of

“cunningly devised fables,” or simply a
“way of life” for us to live. It is found
in the God-initiated gospel of grace, resting
solidly upon the infallibility of the Scrip-

tures and the deity of Christ.

The Christian believer is not shocked by
present conditions for he knows that the

Scriptures “tell us of nothing better than a
continuation of the present disorganization

and chaos—moreover, it will even ‘wax
worse and worse’ (II Tim. 3:13)—until the

set time appointed when he shall come to

reign in righteousness” (p. 383).

Democracy is the best attainable human
solution of the problem of ideal government
and society. Still “it is necessarily a com-
promise and founded on compromises—on

‘checks and balances’—because of an inher-

ent lack in man himself.”

Will we choose the way of faith or non-

faith in educational philosophy ? The long

quest for certainty has ended in modern con-

fusion and despair. The only hope is in

turning to the Source of all wisdom and his

Word.
This volume deals rather largely with the

history and the problems of philosophy. One
could wish that a more elaborate system of

Christian education could have been, pre-

sented. In how far can a radical Christian

philosophy of education be promoted by the

state? Granted the truth of the author’s

thesis, what shall the evangelical Church do

now? In the light of the fact that the

author definitely excludes such authors as

Richardson, Horne, McKoy, Squires and

others from his list of true Christian edu-

cators because they do not seem to agree

with his fundamental theological position

regarding the nature of Christ and the

Scriptures, we have a right to inquire a bit

further as to the type of Christianity he

regards as a criterion. This is, however, a

significant book and one that grapples in-

telligently and masterfully with the issues

in modern educational philosophy.

E. G. Homrighausen.

THE OXFORD BOOK OF CHRISTIAN
VERSE. Edited by Lord David Cecil.

Oxford Press, 1941. 560 pp. $3.

The Christian who wishes to have his
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mind stimulated and his faith renewed
should possess a copy of The Oxford Book
of Christian Verse, for here we have the
best of England’s poetry from the Middle
Ages down to the present time. The editor
has confined his choice to those writers
whose poetry is consistent with the doc-
trines of orthodox Christianity and to those
poets who, with but one exception, were
born on the British Isles.

The authors are arranged in chronolog-
ical order and represent the course of his-
toric development in Christian thinking.
None of these poets speaks with the aban-
don and feeling of the inspired Psalmist of
Israel, for, as Lord Cecil says of the poets
in this volume, “they write not as they
really feel but as they think they ought to
feel.” The poetry is didactic and narrative,
very carefully chosen, and includes such
great names as: Chaucer, Donne, Spenser,
Milton, Vaughn, Dryden, Addison, Cowper,
Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Tennyson,
Browning and many others.
The all too brief Critical Analysis of

poetry in Lord Cecil’s introduction is very
illuminating and properly evaluates the
poetry. This introduction alone is well worth
the price of the book. One wishes there
were more of this admirable critique on
poetry in general and on the selected au-
thors in particular. Of Blake, who was not
orthodox, the editor says: “Blake, whether
he would or no, was soaked through with
Christian thought: Christian symbols are
an essential part of his language. And he
was exquisitely responsive to certain phases
of Christian sentiment. ‘The Evening Hymn’
and ‘Little Lamb’ breathe Christian mercy,
Christian humility, Christian compassion.
Further, more than any other English poet,
more than Donne or Vaughn, he had the
spiritual eye. They have glimpses of mystic
vision; Blake seems to have lived for hours
together at the heart of its ineffable light.”

The index is arranged alphabetically,
which makes it a handy volume for the
minister’s bookshelf.

Donald Wiieeler.

THE FAITH WE LIVE. By Albert Edward
Day. Nashville, The Cokesbury Press.

$2.00 .

This book, by the pastor of the First
Methodist Church in Pasadena, California,
contains the series of lectures for 1940 on
the Fondren Foundation at Southern Meth-
odist University.
The first seven chapters are devoted “to

an interpretation of some conventioal por-
traits of God and a frank statement of con-
viction as to the God behind those por-
traits.” The great concern of the author,
however, is the fact that there are so many
“who say ‘Amen’ to the exquisitely phrased
and cogently declared faith of evangelical-

ism, but are so feeble in their lives.” He
therefore declares constantly and with the
passion of an evangelist “that here and now
in the midst of pain and defeat the resources
of God are available for peace and victory.”
And the technique for appropriating God is

faith.

The greater part of the book is given to

a discussion of the nature of appropriating
faith and shows the relevance of this faith
to the varying problems of daily life. But
the author does more than this. He gives
simple, helpful directions that we should
follow daily if we would avail ourselves of
God’s power. Just here is where we
preachers so often fail. We exhort the peo-
ple to believe, “to take hold on God,” but we
do not become specific and give them a
definite technique. Many of us have been
both amazed and dismayed at the decline of
the Church in some quarters and the corre-
sponding phenomenal growth of sects such
as Christian Science, Unity, the Oxford
Group. This book reveals the appeal and
power of these groups and indicates how the
Church can employ the same technique in

line with the New Testament. While exalt-

ing faith, especially its practical aspect, the
author warns us against two dangers—con-
cluding that our own faith saves us (no
matter what we believe in) and taking the
attitude that we can use or exploit God.
Commitment to God is what he pleads for,

and in a most moving fashion.

The many strong and apt illustrations

taken from the author’s own rich experience,

the striking metaphors and “picture think-
ing” give the book a concreteness and
“liveness.” Too, Dr. Day has accomplished
his avowed purpose to discuss theological

problems in “as untechnical and untheologi-

cal language as possible.”

We regret, therefore, to find in the book
certain statements that we believe are mis-

leading. In regard to the Scriptures the

author takes as his norm “the substance of

the Christian revelation.” He himself, of

course, decides what that may be. “The
man who wants to know God will pass by
the groping guesses of primitive Hebrews
or the decadent visions of the Book of

Revelation, and will cling to the picture of

God seen in Jesus.” In regard to Jesus

himself, he declares that “the church, be-

lieving in the God-likeness of Jesus, has
never in its sane moments assumed the

God-fulness of Jesus.” This may or may not
be heresy, but it most certainly is not clar-

ity. It is not surprising that the author
repudiates a substitutionary atonement, but
what does surprise one is to read through a

book which purports to show men how to

receive power for daily living and then be
able to say what a group of disciples at

Ephesus once said to Paul, “We have not
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so much as heard whether there be any
Holy Spirit.”

Edward H. Roberts.

EARLY NEW ENGLAND PSALMODY.
By Hamilton C. Macdougall. Stephen
Daye Press.

During the past few years increased inter-
est in early New England Psalters and
Hymn Books has been in evidence. To date
not many masterpieces have been unearthed,
but several interesting, and sometimes hu-
morous, examples have been brought to
light. Puritan Psalmody has been more
often laughed at than praised. For various
reasons, development was slow and limited,
and practically nothing was created that
would be considered useful today.

In preparing this short historical appre-
ciation of early New England Psalmody, Dr.
Macdougall apparently has approached his
task with devotion. For American church
musicians he offers examples of early
Psalmody not readily obtainable outside of
a fewT of our great libraries.
For the non-musical layman, this book

holds little interest because it presupposes
considerable knowledge of music. All in all

it is an interesting but not an indispensable
addition to the library.

David Hugh Jones.

THREE CENTURIES OF AMERICAN
HYMNODY. By Henry Wilder Foote.
Harvard University Press.

The three hundredth anniversary of the
publication of The Bay Psalm Book in
1640, the first book printed in English-
speaking North America, furnished the
stimulus for a series of lectures delivered
at Harvard Summer School of Theology in
July, 1936, by H. W. Foote. The material
presented at that time has been rearranged
and greatly enlarged in an attempt to pre-
sent an adequate account of the development
of songs for worship in the United States

from the first permanent English settle-
ments to the present time.

Dr. Foote has sought a middle course be-
tween the more involved method of Dr.
Benson and the purely anecdotal treatment
of hymns and hymn WTiters which, as he
says, so quickly degenerates into a cata-
logue of names to which are appended
stories for homiletical use.

This volume offers encouragement to one
who is concerned writh the present state of
hymnody in this country. Examples of early
hymnody, such as the picturesque “Lamen-
tation,” which describes the death of Judith
Brock, fortunately could not be found in
any standard present-day hymnal. One
stanza will suffice to illustrate this outgrown
type of hymn:

“She’s gone, she’s gone, the parents mourn,
She’s gone, the children cry;
While my affected bowels yearn
With pangs of sympathy.”

Of course, it is easy to pick out lines or
verses from old hymns which amuse, but,
as Dr. Foote points out, “It is far more
important to understand the profound relig-

ious emotion which breathed in the old
psalmody; the newly avTakened faith which
found utterance in the hymns of Watts and
Wesley; the stirring of the heart aroused
by camp-meeting hymns; the development
of a fresh idealism wffiich speaks in the
ever-widening stream of nineteenth century
hymnody.”

In his last chapter, “Retrospect and Pros-
pect,” thv, author makes statements which
are most pertinent to those of us who are
concerned with the texts and musical set-

tings of hymns today. His ideas are sane
and clearly stated.

This book is an invaluable addition to

the libraries of minister, musician, and lay

student of hymnology. It cannot but quicken
the interest and stimulate many to a more
critical knowledge of the present status of

American church song.
David Hugh Jones.
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